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COUNTY BOARD Bluebirds, Sunburst Clinch Rights BUNN SWANN ASKS
NAMES TEACHERS; to Play for First Half Softball Crown FOR ENDOREMENT
SET SCHOOL DATES

uscies

Thursday Night, July 4
Jones vs Model
Mayfield Merit Clothing vs Sunburst
Monday Night
Bluebirds vs Parker
Reza!! vs Vandevelde
Tuesday Night
- Mayfield Girls vs Murray Girls Paducah Washouts vs Picked
team of Model and Vandevelde
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Won Lost
Bluebirds
10
1
Sunburst
9
3
Model
7
6
Parker
5
6
Jones
5
7
Vandevelde
4
8
Bezel!
3
7
Bank
3
8
The first half champion in the
Murray Softball League will be

5
ctor

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL•
LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

Volume CIII; Sic). 27

MRS. ISA BYNUM Swann Re-Elected Head
CALLED TUESDAY
of Chanther of Commerce

either Bluebirds or Sunburst. These Popular Magistrate Asks Election
Mr Eph Miller, long noted as Beloved Widon of Prominent Murteams have cinched first and secto Serve Out Term to Which
Baucum Chosen Again As
Calleway
ray Citizen Died Tuesday Night;
county's most active
ond places respectively and acAppointed,
Vice President of
citizen at advanced years, cut and
cording
agreement
play
to
the
will
Was 76
Kirk School District Created
Organization
shocked 30 shocks of wheat last
determine
series
to
off
the
a
first
Bunn Swann, well known and
and New Building ConMr. Miller did the cutting
half winner. On the basis of their popular business man of Lynn week
Mrs. Isa Bynum, beloved Murray
tracts Let
W. S. Swann, mayor of Murray
showing of 10 straight victories, Grove, makes his formal announce- with 411 old-fashioned cradle which woman and widow
of the late Will
and chairman of the board of the .
is
now
extremely
rase
in
this
hard-hitting. sharp-fielding • and ment this week for magistrate of
i.ileassina-paeminent
tobeeconist
Loattr Tennessee Vallg3 MsecirizGROUNDS INCREASED -lever pitching the BItienbrids will Swann district in the Democratic coin:try. -and horse owner. died Tuesday aftion. was reelected president of the
Kt LYNN GROVE HIGH
M, Miller, 89. suife..ed a serious
be the favorites. Lloyd Waldrop. primary, Saturday. August 3. Mr.
ternoon at 5:40 o'clock at her home
Murray' Chamber of Commerce
,last winter
the Milkmen's star, is a mighty Swann holds the 'confidence and attack of pneumonia,
-in North Murray following a
Thursday. June 27. at the annual-- .-.
The Calloway county Board of
tough pitcher when he la right and esteem of the people of his district, and has stood ott three such atweek's illness of dysentery. Mrs.
meeting of the directors. T. 0.
Education had g busy session Monmay cause the-Birds some trouble. having lived there all his life and tacks in recent years.
Baucum. vice-president, was reBynum, who was 76 years old, had
day in which teachers were named
The Dairymen gave the Brownies engaged in the mercantile business
physical and mental activity been
elected to fill the same post he
in good health until she was
to fill vacancies after the regular
the- only defeat they have suffered at Lynn Grove for the past eight age amazing for a man of his years
held last year.
election and school opening dates
this season but it was the first years. He is making the race on and he gets around as spryly as taken suddenly ill Wednesday of
...Members of the 'board of diwere set and other important
night of play the first of May. his record of the past 18 months. most men forty years his junior. last week. Mr. Bynum passed
rectors are: W. S. Swann, T. 0.
business attended td
Dates for the play off will be an- having been appointed to succeed Mr. 'Miller rode hurseback main away 5 years ago.
Baucum, V. C. Stubblefield
Mrs. Bynum, a life-long member
nounced later.
J. W. Myers. who resigned. nntil just recently.
A new -school district was creForeman Graham, C. L. Sharof' the Methodist Church, possessed
Parker and Jones continued their the next regular election.
ated to be known as the Kirk
borough. Dr. C. H. Jones, K. C.
many admirable ,qualities which
switching for fourth place Tuein
Mr. Swann's statement to the
Ridge district frum a part of Flint
Frazee, Treman Beale, and M. 0.
nay- night, the Greasers gaining the voters of that district follows:endeared her to a large circle of
Valley and a part of Lone Oak.
Wrat her. The directors re-elected
position once- more by beating the To the people of Swann Precinct:
friends and admirers.
A building will be erected within
L. J. Hortin as secretary-treasurer
Druggist* 12 to 3 in the first game,
I wish to make my announcement
She is survived by two daughters,
a few days near the Tom Kirk
for another term of six months.
The Garagemen put on a 6-run for Magistrate for the unexpired
Mrs. Leslie Smith, Murray, and
home and will be known as the
He will continue to devote partrally in the 3rd to oveneome Jones' term of J. W. Myers, the elect of
Mrs. Ruby Gish, Paducah; two
Kirk School. The contract was
time to the college and part to the
3 markers in the second. The vic- 1934.
awarded to Elmus Outland. The
sons, Ocie Bynum, Rayville, La.,
Chamber of Cemmerce.
Thursday night of next week. and Herbert Bynum, Mounds,
tory put Parker a half game ahead
I offer to you about eighteen
contract for the construction of
Ill.,
An account summarizes a few of
of the Colonel's soldiers. Walker, months of service in this cepacity; July 11. the Druman tingle Corps several grandchildren and a
the Heath school was let to Sam
daughthe activities of the organization
3rd sacker, hit a pair of homers also eight years of business ex- of the American Legion will meet ter-inlaw, Mrs. Lonnie
Stephenson.
Bynum,
for the past 12 months is published
perience in your midst. I invite at the court'houseto _determine its Elok-ton, Mass.
The opening date for the, county Several Will Attend State Conven- for Stafford.
elsewhere in this edition.
Parker
0 1 6 3 1 1 0-12
you to the public record of this future. I want every ,member of
tion July 21-24; Many to
high schools was set for SeptemA
large
crowd
attended
the
fuJones
0 3 0 0 0 0 0- 3
county as to my capabilities of the corps who is interested in conGo to St, Louis.
ber
The one and two-room
Bluebirds Best Bank
discharging the duties of this on- tinuing the corps to be present or neral services which were conschools are opening Monday. July
ducted from the Murray Methodist
hive a valid excuse.
In
the
final
game,
fice
the
for which I am asking.
Bank.
The final total of members for
15, and a meeting Of those teachchurch Wednesday afternoon . at Arrested on Charge of Concealed
than
has
The
$500
more
carps
which
after
was
Monday
tied
night
I
cannot
make
you
any
radical
Murray Post _No. 73 of The
ers has been called for July 9.
and Deadly Weapon: Second
worth of equipment, all paid for, 2:30 o'clock. The rites were conThe board voted to purchase 3 American Legion is 214.- Three for 7th with Rexall, dropped back promises to obtain this office but
Warrant Issued.
ducted' by the Rev. Asher Mayes,
enough
treasury
has
in
the
and
into
the
cellar
alone
by
I
offer
virtue
you
of
efficiency,
honesty,
exacres adjoining the Lynn Grove more paid their dues before the
Arlington, Ky., assisted by the pasattractive
suitable
buy
and
unito
a
5-1
trimming
al
the
hand
perience,
of
the
and
conscientious
efforts,
High 'school as an addition to the deadline of June 25. They are
Charlie Anderson was placed
tor, the Rev. 0. A. Marrs.
Bryan Overcast, Hazel; Albert Lee, Bluebirds. The contest was 1.1 and do the best within me to serve forms costing around $300.
school campus and play grounds.
under a $50 bond Monday on a Outstanding Mayfield, Padueah Ws
If
Legionnaire
you
and
are
a
until
the
5th
when
the
my
precinct
and
league
county.
Mrs. Gingles Wallis beautifully
Rooked; To Discuss 12-Inch
Teachers named were: Miss Elsie Hardin: and Talmadge Robinson,
charge of carrying concealed a
I think you ,for all past favors. want to participate in the Drum sang at the request of the family.
Ball for '2nd Half.
Windsor, Green Plains; Miss Alit. Murray. Murray's quota for 1935 leaders pushed over a pair. Two
deadly weapon. The warrant was
Corps-activities
Bugle
want
&
we
more
in
the
7th
ended
the
scorKespeetftilly,
Burial was in the City Cemetery. issued from' an indictment by the
Tucker. Hickory Grove; Mrs. Myr- was 175 and the post has been on
you
with
you
will
ing.
if
the
work
Bunn Swann
The pallbearers were J. D. Sex- April grand jury ,following AnThree feature softball games,
tis Perry, Waters; Curtis Alcoek, the honor roll for exceeding its
corps. be present, practice,attend ton, L. D. Williams,
Bank got three staight hits one
vocational agriculture at KWIssey: quota for. several weeks.
Treman derson's attempt to secure funds which are expected to attract
the
in
ceremonies
parwhich
it
of
'em
a double in the second
Beale, Meth Melugin, Arthur Sour- from the officials of the First record crowds, have been arranged
Mrs. Ruby Roberts, Kirk Ridge;
Many activities are planned for
ticipates.
Frankly, we are not land and
Kenton
Woodall. Independepce. the remainder of the year. Today without scoring. Maddox led off
Tom Banks
Neaten/al ntaisk which. pad funds by the Board of Control of the
interested...in_ indifferent: and-unWig
--Taftrine ii.FsA- re- the p6iTTsaging its annual -with -a -hit but was touched byof
his on deposit at the tine of Murray Municipal League.
dependable member, There will
elected county attendance officer. Fourth of July celebration at Pine Robertson's blow, the latter getting
Thursday night, July 4. the secits
Anderson sued ofclosing.
be investment in equipment and
credit for a hit by the rules. Joe N. C. &
St. L. To Test Samples
Bluff. Several members are planficials of the bank and county ond-place Sunburst club will play
uniforms of approximately $40 a
Weeks Jr. followed with a double
•
of Dirt For Farmers
ning to attend the state convention
officials for $50.000 for false im- the Merit Clothing Company team,
man. Necessarily we must have
but Robertson was held at third.
on July 19.
in Lexington July 11-24 and scores
prisonment during the April term Mayfield, in the second game. The
members we can depend on.
Miller lifted to Jeffrey. F. Crouch
are already completing their plans
which was dismissed before trial. Merit team is -strong in tire MayCan we count on you. buddy?
got two of the Birds' 8 hits and
The Nashville, Chattanooga' '&
to attend the national convention
A warrant is also being held by field league. "Baby" Deweese is
George Williams, Commander
counted two of their 5 runs.
Miss Alice Waters will return county officials for Anderson
St. Louis Railway is planning to
in St. Louis in the latter part of
for managing and catching for this
Drum & Bugle Corps
Bluebirds
1 0 0 0 2 0 2-5
from China the first week in a charge
stop its soil improvement car In
September.
of robbery with the use team.
Bank
1 0 0 0 0 0 0-1
August to live in Murray after of firearms. He is alleged
Murray July 19, for the purpose
Tuesday night, a double feature
Rites Held From Sugar Creek:
to have
The ihst Thursday night in
several years in China as a Mis- forced R E. Hale, extract
of testing soil samples for farmers
which should be the banner atBurial in the Henalee
August the poet will have a bassalesVandy Hits Hard
sionary with the Methodist church. man, to take up extcact
of Calloway cou ty. All fanners
Cemetery.
ket dinner for members and their
which he traction of the league's two-year
Vandevelde got out of the cellar who bring in ram1es of their
Miss Waters is leaving China July had purchased
from him. Hale history: has been secured. In the
fen:ales at the Baptist
picnic Monday night by hitting hard and
v massage to reletives here states. stated that
Funeral services for nirs. Rachel grounds.
he stopped at Ander- opening game, a picked team Of
This is the night of defeating Model 14 to 5 in the land -nn that day may have, them Funeral services for Charles 6
She is coming by the way of New son's busineen West of
tested for acidity free of tlharge:'
Floyde Lawrence, 32 years of age, August 1
Murray. for Mayfield girls will play a squad of
Wilson
Webb, 8, years of age, were York.
opening game. The attendance was and thereby learn whether,-their
a
soft
drink
were held Friday 'afternoon at 2
when
Andersen
The post also had the hbnor of extremely light.
'asked the outstanding local feminine
held Wednesday afternoon at 4
The Plumbers land needs lime.
Miss Waters has been in China him if he was the one who sold players. In the final game that
o'clock from the Sugar Creek having the first district com- did
o'clock at Coldwater. Elder L. H.
all their scoring in the first
for something like 40 years and him the extract.
Paducah
Washoydr,
The car will be elaborately P•gue was in charge of the
church. Burial was in the Hens- mander since the Legion was
When he re- night. the
service
two innings. For the first time in
has served the Methodist schools plied positively Anderson told him champions of the first half in the
equipped for testing samples of and burial was in
lee cemetery. The •-Rev. J. H. organized, George Hart, a former several
the Bazzel
games the Model team had
in various towns throughout the that he expected him to take it Paducah- league, will play a local
soil. In addition to a staff of Cemetery. The youth
Thurman was in charge of the ser- post commander being unanimous- a full line
died Tuesof 10 men.
costal China.
Miss Waters has up. Hale replied that the repre- ten recruited of the outstanding
trained men furnished by the rail- day following an illness
vices.
ly elected to that position at the
of blood
Model
1 0 2 0 0 2 0- 5
many friends and a number of sentative wiculd do so but that he stars of the ,Model and Vanderoad. the Agricultural Experiment pelsoning.
Mrs. Lawrence died et the home district conference two weeks ago.
Surviving
Vandy
are
his relatives
5 9 0 0 0 0 14
who look forward to her no longer represented the firm. velde teams.
Station at Lexington and the TVA mother, Mrs. Ina Mae Webb,
near Elm Grove Thursday. June
Stewart, Story. and
and return-go/her
3effrey;
Friday night. a' publie meeting
native city. .
Anderson drew a gun then, accordwill be represented by S. C. Jones, grandparents. G. C
27. following an illness of 14
Weatherly, McKenzie.
Bazzell and
ing to Hale, and forced him to will be held to discuss the plan.
months. Death was attributed to
and J. L. MaKitrick.
Mr: Lizzie Bazzen.
Sunburst Wins 9th
of using the 12-Inch ball and bases
'TO REMODEL FRONT
take up the extract.
Farmers interested in taking adcomtilications. . She was a memI
Rexall dropped into a tie for
60 feet apart in the second half.
ber of the Sugar Creek Baptist
the cellar with the Bank of Mur- vantage of this offer to test soil
This meeting will be held in the
The R. H. Vandevelde & Co..
church and leaves many friends.
'The'city of Murrin may have a ray by dropping the nightcap to free should see County Agent John,
county judge's office. This is non
building on North Fourthsstreet is
Surviving . are
T. Cochran for directions for tak-'' Prdminent Marshall
her
husband, public park if plans under way Sunburst. 8 to 2, in a
listless
the official softball game througrbeing remodeled this week and a
ing samples. A large number of
Frank
Lawrence, a
daughter, materialize. Various interests are game. The druggists were
County Family Has
impooutanneatJpiteenantetes and sa conLouise Lawrence,.four
new. knfit...Inlivtl_diannial stance will
:
years,of
Irina-for the, puck and several tent at the bat hitting only one samples should be taken, and each
5 Living Generations
afforded after the job Is comariclitarviletrata Lawrence, 6 years are expected to appear before the ball to the-outfield.
one numbered.
Teachers of the one and two- siderably faster than the gams
A rally was
pleted. Mrs. Ethel Bowden is now room schools have been asked to played here now.
The soil improvement car will
of age; three sisters, Mrs. Robert city council next meeting night to nipped in the
seventh when Hilconnected with the, company as meet Tuesday, July 9. at the CalMurray from 9 a. in. to 6 p.
Odle, Camden: Mrs. Lois Wynn present their plea. Some of the ton Hughes
Five living consecuiive generawas caught off third. be in
m. Faiday, July 19 On July 16. tions. Next to quintuplets, poss- saleswoman of electric refrigera- loway county courthouse by CounBuchanan, Tenn., Mrs. ()die. Mc- civic clubs are becoming enthus- The Pillrollers
also showed tacit
it will be at Benton, and on July ible, the rarest thing in, human tors and ranges.
Kenzie. Tenn.. and a brother, iastic about the suggestion and of practice.
ty Superintendent M. 0. Wrather.
Sunburst tied BlueWillie Wilson. Conyersville.
The one and two-room schools
have indicated that they would birds in victories but has lust two 20 at Paducah.
genealogy is ,in a leading family
13 YEARS SERVICE
will open Monday, July 15, and
contribute toward equipping the more.
in Marshall county. The. greatEvelyn Burkeen. 14 year old girl,
the meeting wilt be an important
grounds if it were secured. The . Rexall
great-grandfather who has lived to
0 0 0 0 0 0 1-2
Carney Hendon, clerk uumbefal3. one in making plans for the open- was found physically prostarted
Murray Chamber' of Commerce has
see a great-great grandson is
Sunburst 0 2 3 0 3 0 0-8
has completed his thirteenth year ing. All teachers are
urged to at- Monday evening and city and
been presented with the idea but
"Uncle_ Marion" Darnell, for many
N. Hughes, Stubblefield: L. Walas postal clerk. Hendon completed tend. The county high
schools will county officers were called about
no official reply has been given
years an outstanding farmer of the
drop, Neale.
11 o'clock. ,Members of the Murray
open September 2.
Members of the Young Men's
All cotton acres rented to the south part of Marshall county, re- his thirteenth year Sunday.
C. C. C. Camp stated that they
Business Club, their wives, friends
government under a cotton acreage siding, east of Hardin. Mr. Darnell
found her at the point of interand guests enjoyed a fish fry at
reduction contract with the Sec- is the father of Joe Darnell, twice
section of the Concord road and
Pine Bluff last Friday evening.
retary of Agriculture for 1935 must sheriff of Marshall county.
the N. C. & St. L. railroad.
The fish and foods were prepared
be marked and staked off so the
great-great-grandbaby
The
is
Officers. brought her to the Keysby Cullie Steele and some 60 were
Supervisor who visits that farm to Master Pat Ely. two-weeks old son
Houston Clinic for treatment and
present to .enjoy the occasion.
measure the planted cotton acres _of Mr. and Mrs. Zoe _Pete _Ely_
she was taken- to the Glendale
Following the fish fry, members
and rented acres and to check the Benton. The baby's great-grandreformator Wednesday.
of the party took boat rides on the
• use of the same can readily locate' father, the late Pete Ely. who died
She told officers that her father
river and two motor boats were
in 1923, was also twice sheriff of
Present conditions in Calloway i to schools, colleges, churches and the retited acres.
The enthusiastic response which it is progressing nicely. A large was in the Parisi. Tenn.. jail and
kept.,busy taking the members on
The suggested means of marking I Marshall county and one of the
county make it necessary for the I other public and community enterhas come as a result of last week's
that he asked his family to secure
trips up the river.
Max Hurt,
number of questions have been
prises. A review of our work will the rented acres is to tack a writ-I county's leading praperty owners
$20.00 to pay his fine. She stated
announcement oft the forthcoming
pnesident of the club announced owners and staff of the Keys-Hous- reveal to
asked, ancrierender to' Supply acyou that we have done ten notice on a stake and drive and business men during his lifethat 18 of the C. C. C. youths had
campaign to rebuild the Mason
that the road would be in better ton Clinic-Hospital to explain their our
curate replies to the queries that
part- of the charity work in it in the ground on the rented time.
shape for the Fourth of July event position as the present move to both
The direct line of living -genera- Memorial Hospital augurs Well for seem to be in the minds of those had improper relations with her
the practice of medicine and acres telling the number of acres
She is the
and
announced
in each plot.
the
American establish a so called "community in surgical and hospital
tions is along the Darnell Lee. The the success of the project. Not interested in the establishment of on Monday night.
care. We
hospital" in Murray as set forth.
Legion event to the gatheriag.
J. T. Cochran. Co. Agt.
great-grandmother living is Mrs. only from mane, residents of Cal- a new .hospital. the following series daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
have received both bleisings and
in part, by the June 27 issue of
--J. H. Rose, who resided many loway county but from practically of questions and answers have Burkeen. near Paris, and was sent
pleasure out of out past services
the Ledger & Times.
years at Hardin and Or grand- all of the surrounding counties been prepared on the basis of these out_sif Mayfield the first week in
to the public and the public has Right-o-way Problem
June on a charge of delinquency.
have come letters and messages of
Having a well equipped modern been very kind and gracious to us.
queries:
on S. W. Highway mother, Mrs. Tom Jones who was endorsement
of the undertaking,
previously
married
to
Roscoe
hospital - irecognized
the We gincerely appreciate every
by
QUESTION:
• Who owns the_Wiland promises of support.
ar-n,
associations
national
concerned kindness, confidence and every
It is up to the citizens along the Smith. now deceased. Mr. Smith
liam Mason Memorial Hospital?
R. T. Cathey. well-known Mur- with medical and hospital care) of contribution that it has
It is planned that on Monday.
made to Southwest route and every body was the father of Mrs. Ely. the
ANSWER; The forerunner of the
ray carpenter, brought to the of- our own in which is invested many any success we have achieved up concerned to get. the right-of-way. mother of the great-great-grand- July 8. a dinner will be given at William
Meso0 Hospital was the
Murray College by the hospital to
fice for inspection Tuesday a huge thousands of hard earned dollars to now.
I have done all I can; giving all son.
Murray ffurgIcal Hospital which
The First District Lug Rollers
which a few representative citileaf of rhubarb which he grew in we are sure the public will underWe are interested in this com- an opportunity, others have helpedt
was opened in . 1910 as a private
Association of the W. 0. W. will
zens shall be invited. It is in no
his garden in the city limits.
stand that we can not help with munity now as we have ever been but many deeds are not yet Mimed. Kentuckian Had Part
institution owned by Doctor Wiln- The leaf measured 30x31 inches the establishing of another hos- in the past, and it is our purpose
I wilt go at any -time if anyone
In Early BrOildasting sense planned that all of the liam Mason and associates. In 1922 meet here July 10 for their quarterly meeting. The meeting will
and consequently is somewhat larg- pital, which, as we see it, is not a to continue to serve the public in 'Wishes to sign up and will take
leaders of community life shall
the name and character of the insthan the 22x32 leaf brought in community hospital in purpose and a way that will make it as easy the acknowledgement but neighIf you were asked who invented be -present, but wither that there titution was changed when the be held in the Murray Loose Leaf
Floor.
short time ego by --Joe Overbey, plan. Unless our property interests as possible for each individual to bors and land owners must get broadcasting, you might name one shall be people there who will
'Murray Surgical Hospital became
The Murray lodge -will be preMurray Route 3.
are taken care of and a really have scientific medical, surgical, busy or the project will fall of several men who have beets represent the various phases and the William
Mason Memorial Hossented .with a banner for the
Mr. Catbey put-his prize on dis- truly community hospital plan pre- and hospital attention.
through as we must have a place identified with its early develop- ,croups of the community.
pital named in honor of William
play at the Bank "of Murray
sented we feel that the public will
There is at present several Group to put the road.
At this dinner, the details of the Morris Mason and Vnilliam Macon growth of the lodge this year. The
ment. But it's a hundred to one
Murray lodge has shown a conagree that the mutual interest, of Hospitalization Plans being tried in _. I cannot conceive .of that sec- you wouldn't name N. B. Stubble- forthcoming campaign will, for the Mason, pioneer
physiciaris. of this
both the public and ourselves will some of our larger cities. Some tion letting this opportunity go by. field.
first time. be made public. Of county and the grandfather and sistent and rapid growth during
best be served by our remaining hospitals are finding some sucAt South Howard they should
At Murray 1D-7 on your Stand- course, no solicitation will be made father respectively of Doctors Wil- the past year.
in our building and continuing in cess with this method while others have a get-to-gether meeting and ard Oil map of Kentucky), on the at this dinner, nor will any con- liam
Herbert, and Robert Macon
our efforts to relieve the sick and are finding the plan very unsatis- find some way to make progress. beautiful campus of the State tributions be accepted. It will be
Mason. who are practicing in CalInjured
as
usual.
The annual meeting of the memfactory. The plan does not have I am ready to help at any time. Teachers College, there is a monu- held only that a representative loway county now. The hospital
bers of the Western Dark Fired
It has ever been our motto to the approval of the American
ment to thns unsung inventor of group of people shall have an op- then became a charitable insti• T. 0. Turner
Tobaccos Growers' Asnoeiation will serve the public . in an efficient, Medical Association, however,
radio broadcasting. You will hear portunity td hear, first hand, the tution and the nnenagement"AP
be .held .at the, Court House in conservative and fair way. We are some other medical associations
CALL COURT DOCKET
many local tales about Stubble- intimate details of the plans pro- ranged as financial basis that---no . A nrutracted .2nerning begins at
Murray at 2 o'clock in the after- sure that close investigation will consider it workable in large inposed. in order that they may carry dividends Or prefitS of any kind -Kirksey Methodist Church. Friday
field,
s noon on Wednesday, July 10, for reveal that, at all times, we have dustrial centers. We are studyback to the rest of the community are-received by any one connected night, July-b.
The docket for the Calloway
There will be preaching at Cole's
the purpose of hearing reports been public-spirited and interested ing this plan and- ff-we consider county quarterly court was called
From Tours arid Detours, publi- an accurate, first-h nd report,
with the nnatitution. All incomes
from the president and for trent- in the community in which we are it applicable to a farming com- Monday morning. Several cases cation of the Standard Oil Co,
A large corps
stenographers over the :Oust running 'expenses Camp Ground Sunday. July 7. at
acting such ether business as now living and in all the com- munity of Calloway county's size ware set down for hearings by which points out scenic spots and have bten industri y at work at are used for repairs and improve- 30or p m. ,by the paseur.
may ,come before the meeting.
munities in which we ,.have lived will offer it to our friends who Judge E. P Phillips.
T. H. Davis, Pastor
tours for motorist and is of much the campaign h dquarters for rhents and for the care of charity
in the past. We have always tried like the. "insurance" method of
and according
interest to those planning vacation nearly two wet;
Head the Classified ('olman.
ft Pays-tw-Reart the Claaesfteda
to be liberal in our contributions taking care of hospital bills '
I Continued on Page 31
to those in charge of the campaign,
trips.
Iteed the Classified Column,

Sr..

ATTENTION!

Drum and Bugle
Corps Members

LEGION POST HAS
214 '35 MEMBERS

are

Mr. Eph Miller, 89,
Cuts 30 Shocks of
Wheat With Cradle

S

nn

CHARLIE ANDERSON
1S-UNDER $50 BOND

FEATURE SOFTBALL
GAMES ARRANGED

Soil Improvement
Car-to Stop-Here

••••••

,erve
that
.• _

Miss Alice Waters
To Return From
China in August

MRS. LAWRENCE
BURIED FRIDAY

;

Webb- Youth Is
Buried Wednesday

lilt

City May Have
A Public Park

County TeachersAsked To Meet

Delinquent Girl
Found Prostrated

Rented Cotton Acres
Must Be Marked

Business Club
Has Fish Fry

_To The Public From The
Keys-Houston Clinic-Hos i ital

•

41

Campaign for Hospital
Gets Wide Endorsemen

R. TTCathey Grows
Some Huge Rhubarb

e Sams

n and
in the
•Flame
autiful
te low-priced

W.0. W. Here For •
July 10th Meeting

Members Dark
Fired to _Meet

SE1AENT

Kirksey Meetmg
.
To Begin- July 5
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SWIM,

HAZEL BAPTISTS
CLOSE
eta;
tritt
istto ;
,
eve
1515
to
rho
fon
full
con
tnst
A
of.
sear
4
one
add
be
fin
:
nt°11
will
Prig

Revival Begin, July
M. b. Real
'work n fligbuay
Progresa.

7;

ch,,r,11
Ft-pi
-tte '
in Hazel closed Sunday night.
There were five additions to the
The Rev W. K. Wood.
church
who did the preaching, left for
the home of his mother at Benton
wtth whom he will spend a few
days before returning to his home
in Ashland. KY

The highway crew, which has
been at work blacktopping the
Hazel-Murray higtfway. have coinplated the north end of this road
ssad_hos;e mov,ed their outfit te
Hazel where they will remain usst41
the south end of this road is coin.
pleted. °
The Rev. W. Pa. Baker, pastor of
the Hazel Methodist Church. anflounced the revival will begin
Sunday night. July 7. with the
Rev. Cecil Baker of Tennessee
doing the preaching. Services will
be held at 10:45 in the morning
and 745 o'clock in the evening.
The public is most cordially invited' to come and take part in
the worship
----Picnic. Outing At Reelfoot
Lake Last Sunday
Miss Jewell till. Claud Anderson of Murray. spent Saturday in
Fulton as guests of Mr. Anderson's sister and niece. Mrs. John
Lower. Mr Lewes. and Mrs. Bill
Newport
On Sunday morning they joined a party of friends at Reelfoot
Lake. Included were Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Tipton, Mr anti Mrs.
T. C Emerson Jr. of Tiptanville.
Tam_ um_ Bin Newman of rut_
ton. and Leon Stubblefield of Pa
.
duca.h. •

DOU
"Or
and
new
the
for

Mr. and Mrs. Qrville Jenkins
pictures.
Thoce present were Gerthal Ugh had as their Sunday guests rsArmstrong, Dorothy Nell Hart eetsliy Mr. and Mrs. Guy Purley
td the Rev. L. V. tiensaa of BenLa.Fay Rasberry. Emfty
Billie Gene Rasberry. Cyrus and ton.
Mts. Lorena Farless and son, of
Gene GAT Miller. 0 B. Turnbow.
Sammy and Charlie White, James Paris, Tenn., spent last week in
Ideeelsall Overcast, Janie: Ulan. Har.c.1. Awaits a Mr... and— Mrii
don. John. Don, and Dan White, Charlie Armstrong and family.
Mrs. Dave James of Murray and
Joel Fariess. of Paris. Hugh Terher guests, Mrs W. K. Wood and
ry and Thomas Gene Lynn.
A delicious ice 'course pas airy. baby of Asland. Ky., and their
ad. The two honorees were reele- mother Mrs. Wood. attended sertents of a number of nice, militia vices at the Baptist church Sungifts. At five o'clock the happy day.
Mrs. L W. Cosby visited in
party of youngsters left wishing
Hugh Terry and Thomas Gene Murray Sunday.
Mrs. Kate Page Robertson of
many more enjoyable birthdays.
is visiting her parents. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer were and Mrs. C. F. Page. ° Miss Lillie M. Lamb has returned
in Farmington Sunday to visit
Mrs. Mayer's mother. Mrs. Colly, to Paris after visiting kinspeople
near town.
who is ill.
Mrs. M. Hurt was in Murray
Mrs. D C. Clanton spent Friday
in Henry. Tenn.. gueet of friends. Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. -Kale Langston of
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Denham of
recent visitors here.
WisKiamsburg, Ky.. are in Hazel Murray were
Cosby transacted business
W.
L.
Mr.
'with
visit
days
fdir—qt...lew
Denham's father, F. Denham. and in Paris Saturday.
P. Y. Bowden of Cottage Grove
Mrs Denham. and Mr. and Mrs
was in Hazel Friday.
D. N. Whlti.
Mrs. Galon Brandon of Paris
Mrs. Floyd Rumfelt of Murray
guest was a recent guest of her parents,
spent the'savek end in Ha
tts in Mr. and Mrs. Jim Patterson.
of Mr. and Mrs Freemon
Mr and Mrs. Terry Cochran and
South Hazel.
Mr. and /sirs. ?fatten Stephens children. Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
and sons of Wiswell were in Jones and family were in Hazel
Hazel Sunday guests of relatives. Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Epp
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence and son Hurt.
0. B. Turnbow was in Paris.
T. R. of McKenzie. Tenn.. spent
last week in the home of her sis- Tenn.. last Thursday on business.

•

thur WorthingtOn, Charles Bryant,
A J. CarlislerHorner Dyer, Robert
Westerfield, Howard Crochett snot
-134204.4earri- --.040P' 1,414114rt-

MARKED BY THE KILLER

COUNTY AGENT

NOTES

j

4-H Clubs
Don't forget 111 444 Club. meets
next week. Kirltsey will- meet J.aly
9 at 2:00 p. m.; Coldwater, July
10 at 10 a. rn"; Lynn Grove, July
11 at Lts) p. m.; firnotherman, July
12 at 2:00 p. m.; Pleasant Valley,
July 19 at 2;00 p. m. Miss Lucille
Kingins has organized a nice clqb
at Coldwater this past month and
their first meeting will be as listed -above If other boys an-d girls
between 10 and 18 years of age are
interested they should see Miss
Kingins at once. This will be
their last chance for boys and girls
to join a 4-H club for 1995.

In this scene from Paramount's "Cortege Scandal," which comas next
Tuesday and Wednesday to the Capitol Theatre, Eddie Nugent, who is
reclining on the conch has just been saved from the campus killer. Kent
Taylor is at the left, William Frawley wears the puzzled expression and
Arline Judge is attempting to comfort Nugent

Protemus News,

Dr. W. C. Oakley

Supervisors are being selected to
start measuring tobacco crops of
1936. The agent hopes all contract
signers will use these men so as to
save as much time as possible.
Our expense for the 1934 crop,
which Is all work on contracts to
July 1, is 10.74c per hundred base by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation of Washington, D
pounds of tobacco. This means to $5,000.00
a farmer with a base of 1000
pounds will have $1.07 taken out
of his second adjustment payment.
Won't all farmers help these men
accomplish this work rapidly?
This is of interest to each contract
signer because he is paying the
bill. The Board of Directors, the
Control Committee and the County Agent have been trying to keep
expenses down. fly the way. last
year Calloway County Production
Control Association had the least
expoZnse of any county in the
Purchase section of Kentucky.

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED

two companies form the garrison
of camp Murray. CCC Company
3559 became a reality July 1,
when its existence was proclaimed
orders. First Lieut. Allen G.
ter. Mrs. Audry Simmons.
nen
Shipley. for 1.4 months adjutant of
Miss Margaret- Hicks of Little
der,
the commanding
Rock, Ark., was guest in the home
The Rev. J. E. Skinner of the Company 1517. is
runfficer of the new company and
of her cousin. Mrs. Audry SimE. J. Marine arrived from De- First Baptist Church. favored us'
untl
1st Lieut. J. H. Gray is adjutant
mons. a few days last week.
troit last Friday to spend a few with his presence at Camp Sunday
my.
Mrs. Lyen Bray and little daugh- weeks with his parents. Mr. and morning when he made a very The new company is awaiting
ter.
ter of Tampa. Fla.. were in Hazel Mrs. Cliff Marine of Lynn Grove. interesting talk on the Ten Corn- orders to move to the new camp
I sr
sit at Mayfield. They will asisst
a few days the post week to visit
and
Friends and relatives gathered at mandinents. This is Bro. Skinner's
in the construction of the new
bin.
relatives.
since
camp
the
at
appearance
first
Boyd
Mrs.
and
Mr
of
home
the
Via
. Miss Mary Paul 4pellings of Carter Friday afternoon. June 21. last winter when illness forced him camp and receive the new enwas
TO
Lexington. Tenn., was in Hazel a and gave a wedding shower in to curtail his speaking activities. rollees when they arrive. A parDistrict Conference of
mod
. hours Saturday -visiting rela- honor of Mrs. Clyde Manning. The camp joins the community in tial list of assignments of enfew
OMR
M. E. *Church Opens
'rollee's personnel in this- new
lives and friends.
Many nice and useful gins were congratulating Bro. Skinner on his
at Henry July 10th
Mrs. Neuma Doherty and sons. received by the honoree. Delight- recovery which' we hope will be organization is as follows: Senior
Billie and Bobbie. have returned ful refreshinend were served. complete and extend our thanks Foreman. Robert Westerfield;
The Paris District Conference
home alter spending a few weeks Seventy-eight were present and that he tuts been so kind as to in- Storekeeper, Frank Wright; Mess
Steward, Zac Holmes; First Cook, will convene at the Henry Methoin Detroit. Mich_ visiting rela- others that weren't able to come elude us in his program.
_
Hubert Carty and Walter Tracy; dist Church Wednesday afternoon,
sent gifts.
1
Party Given Thursday Afternoon tivesand friends.
Second Cooks, Clay Bowling. Wal- July 10, at 2:30 o'clock .with the
Mrs.
Mary
Wilson
in
is
Cincin"shut
first
their
played
Cubs
The
Miss -Ada Neal 'of Lynn Grove
la Honer Of Sees
lace Bruce and Lloyd Poindexter; Rev. Howell R. Taylor, presiding
Mrs,%Charlie Lynn was host or nati visiting her son. C. H. Wilson spent the week end with her aunt. out- game of the season when they
Clerk. *Walter McIntosh; Truck elder of the district., Presiding.
and
Mrs.
She
Wilson.
win
be
Coltmthus
of
Belmont
Mrs. Kittie Radford. who has just held Camp
a ter - enjoyable lawn party given
Drivers, Maynard Amburgey and The- session will continue through
two weeksreturned from St Louis, and fain- 6-0 Saturday afternoon. Btaawn
.1 her home one mile east of
Carl Shepherd; Dispensary Attend- Thursday afternoon.
_____
_m_boilarf.4uer__tsv.._ao...._ Miss Ola Lynn of near Locust ily.
twirled for the Cubs allowing three
uiiais•
ants, Lawrence Baugh and Jack
At the evening service the Rev.
- Mee— Lillie- Harleillie returned hits. and Williams caught. Nice
:nigh Terry and Thomas Gene Grove s n.ihsty lipeftt-theweekMeyst----14ese-- -Attetidant
'Edgar -L. Robinson, pastor of the
i their birthdays, being within a in Hazel as guest of her brother. to her home Saturday. June 227 wOik- was diine-loy - Climpithy -1517s
Charlie Lynn. and Mrs- Lynn. and after a few weeks visit with her infield which played a no error Jackson.
_sr days of each Other
daughter. Mrs. Flossie West. of game. Liippis and Mandoki pitchThe little folks had a wonder- attended the Baptist revival.
Mr.. and Mrs. R. Underwood of St. Louis.
Lieut C. Q. Jones, sector chaped for Columbus and allowed eight
ful afternoon playing and making
•1•1•11
the Shiloh neighborhood. Mrs. Joe
Littlejohn caught. Cun- lain. Lieut. S. R. Zoss. surgeon and
George Atkins is spending a few -hits.
Wilson. Mr. and
Mrs. James weeks in Chicago with hi. daugh- ningham scored twice for Murray John Pak°, educational adviser of
I hate to be a grumbler
Underwood. Hazel. were 'guests in ter, Mrs. Pauline Waynright.
Williams Camp Belmont were recent visit- AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
making a home run.
always long for peace
the home of Mr and Mrs. 0. B.
A large crowd attended the quer- also made two runs; Downey and ors at camp.
WEDNESDAY
1110! •
But the wheel which does the Turnbow Sunday_
teily meeting at Coldwater last Meyer one each. Littlejohn. Simon
bes
Mrs.
Floyd
Fudge
was
spent
Safety
Water
Sunday
in
'course
The
Columfor
hits
—PHONE
107—
made
Morgan
and
—0
Sunday
-K-doe.
Squeaking
uric
in Murray guest of her mother.
bus.
Umpires: Dunn. Murray; completed last week under the
the
gets
which
cies- - Is the wheel
Mrs. Robt. Maddox.
leadership of aEarl Chambers and
Lieut. Gray. Company 3559.
Orrille Jenkins and her
grease.
t- The softball game winch was Robert Farley, senior life guard'
Mrs. Gus Farley and daughplayed in the morning was won by examiners. The following qualified
hon
DIAGNOSIRICIAN
Owing to the fine weather that
ter- Hilda. Clara. and Mrs. Guy
as senior Fife guards meeting
• Columbus
$2.1
*
Parley of Murray and Mrs. cathe we have had ' lately, the farmers
American Red Cross requirements:
. Russell. Hazel. . were in Paris are busy at work getting ready to
VETERINARIAN
•
For the first time in its histirY Alfred Glaser. Joe B. Taylor. Arcelebrate the Fourth.
Monday.
BEAMAN'S
C.
SKI
'Located at J.
Mts. Callie Lassiter visited her
Oscar Shrader of Paducah was
BLACKSMITH SHOP
ran
.--in Hazel Tuesday visiting rela- mother near Lynnville Sunday.
MURRAY. KY. fives and friend,
- Mr. -and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter
PIZONE 290 .
and family had as guests this week
end. Mr. Lasistees brother, Atmer
Lassiter. and family of Almo.
Miss Maurine Henley of Tri-City-,—
visited her aunt. Mrs. Jim Dunaley.
during the past week.
A large crowd attended the ice
cream supper at Virgile Lassitees
Saturday night.
Mo.Arid- We.
,,esiSea-, AWL
children of Lynnville and Mr. and
efil Mrs. Lowell Canter and children
of Podunk visited in the borne •of
Wes Boyd Sunday.
Wishing Mr. Editor and evens
,
one an enjoyable Fourth—BlackEyed Susan.IF

Salem News

extension secretary of
McKenzie Methodist Church will ference Education.
Christian
folsermon,
opening
preach the
tw
Approximately
.hundred
hewed by the sacrament of the
pestors from the
and
delegates
C.
G.•
Rev.
the
with
Lord'seSupper
the district. together
"eater of Paris First Church churches of
number of visitors
officiating. At the preaching ser- with a large
districts are expected
vice on Thursday morning, the from other
Lunch will be served
Rev. 0. A. Marrs, pastor of the pi attend.
Thursday to the delegates
Murray Methodist Church will de- at noon
and visitors by the ladies of the
liver the sermon.
Henry church on the spacious lawn
Wednesday afternoon will be adieining the church.
eon.
the
of
organization
to
given
— pasThe Rev. Carl M. Robbins.
hirsute, the appointment of committees and hearing the reports tor of the Henry , Chtirch, will be
to the conference,
from the local preachers of the pastor-host
which is meeting in Henry for
district.
years.
Thursday morning the 'regular the first time in some
routine a business will be, reThe Morganfleld hornemakers''
sumed, including the reports from
the twenty-two pastors _serving curb market closed its year's busicharges and the election of dele- ness last month with total receipts
gates to the Annual Conference to of $1,946.
be held in Memphis in NovemRepresentatives from the
ber.
various boards of the Annual ConChiropractor
ference will be heard including,
Dr. It. E. Womack, president of Office it Home, 600 West Wain
Lambuth College, Dr. Henry RedMondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
den, superintendent of the Methoin Afternoon
dist Hospital, Memphis and the
P.M. to 6 P. M.
conHenderson,
Rev. J. D. Canady,

DON'T BE "HOOKED”

Wavaioneji

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

ET-RICH-QUIcK schemers have "hooked" many
man and got his hard-earned money.
, These schemers are not all dead yet ... and they
have not quit "working" the "easy marks." Ask some
level-headed man before YOU bite or they may land
you in their net.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
e Welcome Your Banking Business

W. H. CARTER

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

DR. EARL

Ten Years Experience

VACATION ATTRACTION
_

COLLEGE IN

ICE
CARNIVAL

g
Li

TEST ITS POWER AND ECONOMY, SPEED AND SAFETY,

FRIGIDAIRE
7g)
thJ

WORLD'S CHAMPION _
SKATERS OK 1000
FEET OF REAL ICE

VERY MODEL #tliii

BOBBY 1KLEAN.VERNE BUSHER
iDDIE SHIPSTAD OSCAR JOHNSON
FOUR NELSON SISTERS
AUGOWAN E MACK
ROY SHIPSTAD
INA
A

Murray, Ky.
HAVE
"nal
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

THE MOST FINELY BALANCED
LOW-PRICED CAR EVER BUILT

IN CHICAGO NOW

•

HAVE MONRY1

THINK!

ocleotal&yawfh w,tik,-•eliu.spe

erica Outstanding

tgg

KNEE-ACTION COMFORT AND STABILITY. LEARN
. BALANCED MOTORING IS BETTER MOTORING
'THAT.
c.„

.. am*

TIlL

SUPER FREEZER

Great Floor
4 Show
'

Your-Chevrolet dealer cordially invites you to

drive the

any obligation!. He wants you to learn all

ivants you to consider the greater beauty

. . how much more

all ways! He also

and safety of its solid steel

Turret-Top

Body by Fisher! See him and drive the
new Master De Luxe Chevrolet—today!

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Conpare Chearekt's lash &Seared prices and easy G.M.A.C. terms. A Greece! Motors Value

CHEVROLET
7%0t

C'11a414 .

AU DURING JULY

FRANKIE MASTERS

road stability ... and how much more

finely balanced it is in

about this car

.)

-speed- ai-th safet, gliding comfort with.

new Master De Luxe Chevrolet without

smoothly it rides .. bow much LTIOre
perfectly it combines power with economy,

DINE and DANCE with

_ate

CHEVROLET
1,74.
-DEALER ADVIERTISE

and his ORCHESTRA
7

REFRIGERATORS

NO COVER cflARGE

are InAught for service in ay.
-34aars to come as well as now
AND-THAT'S WHY

Of course Yo;i11 Stay at

HOTEL SHERMA

FRIGIDAIRE

1700 ROOMS • 1700 BATHS from 4250
•

ROAD
S141.1lIIT

THEMOST

BALANCED

FINELY

LOW-PRICED

CAR

EVER

leads the refriwalion field
today

L' the Heart of the Loop in

CHICAGO

up

Johnson-Fain Music
Company

PORTER MOTOR CO.
West Main Street

Phone 97

Murray. Ky.
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surgeons bringing patients to the
QUESTION: Where will the new
Mason
Memorial Hospital have Mason Memorial Hospital be built?
llam. Mason or one of his asANSWER: It will be rebuilt on
sociates in censOltatiore
the old site which has been owned
(Continued frozn faage 11
ANSWER: No 'his is not re- by Doctor Will liaeon. Thla has
quired
beep contribute* by hitt. %
patients..
QUESTION: Does a physician or
QUESTION; Is there a ,real need
In 1931 the hospital was incorpo- surgeon making use of the hospital for a cdrnMunity hospital in this
rated under the laws of Kentucky incur any financial obligatictn to county?
as a charitable, non-profit corpo- the hospital or any 01 the physiciANSWER: Yes. The fact that
ration without capital stuck. The ans connected with it?
from 20 to 30 patients are being
hospital therefore is owned like
strictANSWER: No. One of the
cared for on the average per day
all- other theiitable -heapitals, by est -injunctions-of-44w -American
to- saii.rcys car y iteepttlii i6-111,exthe people it serves. It is held an College of Surgeons is that there cellent indication of the need. The
trust by a board of trusters who shall lisono "splitting" of fees. The old hospital before it was burned
serve without profit or pay. The practice of :Yee splitting" is incon- had an average occupancy of 30
Mason Memorial Hospital there- sistent with the best interest of the Patients per day. Indeed, the night
fore is a conununity hospital and patient because it would place the hospital burned there were 42
a proprietary hospital.
certain' physicians in a position of patients in it.
UESTION: Is the Mason Mem- "Salesmen" selling surgical operaQUESTION: Could we get along
orial Hospital connected in any tions and treatments for surgeons by using the present temporary
way with any religious denomina- and specialists. When one physi- hospital permanently?
tion?
cian refers a case to another it is
ANSWER: Not by any stretch of
ANSWER: No. It is a non-sec- required that each shall render a the imagination. Although exceltarian hospital dedicated to the eeparate bill and it is forbidden lent work is being done in raring
services of the sicis and injured re- that- there be any secret arrange- for the needy patients in the emergardless of race,- -color; creed--or- ments-between them that- will -per- gency- building ft is at best but
financial ability. The hospital is mit the sharing of foes.
temporary. The whole community
in every sense a non-sectarian
QUESTION: Will the new hose has contributed to make the, teminstitution with no denominational pital add to the burden of tax- porary hospital as desirable as
connections, official or otherwise. ation? possible, but the surroundings and
QUESTION: Is the Mason MemANSWER: No. The hospital is facilities that make for efficient
orial Hospital fully approved by not supported by taxation and management are limited. There is
the American College of Surgeons? when the nevi hospital is built it only one operating room and that
ANSWER: Yes. The Mason Mem- will be in no way dependent on Is small. Fortunately it le -equip=
orial Hospital for some years has taxation.
ped with an unusually fine array
enjoyed the distinction of full apQUESTION: Du .hospitals usual- of instruments
purchased
improval by the American College of ly operate at a profit.
mediately after the fire to replace
Surgeons.
ANSWER: Hospitals which do those destroyed, but what we realQUESTION: What does this ap- any amount of charity work do not ly need is two large modern opeproval mean?
operate at a profit. Most of the rating rooms, an efficient physioANSWER: The American College community hospitals of our Coun- therapy department, a sleep Theof Surgeons is an organization try are dependent to a greater or ropy x-ray department for
the
mtde up of leading surgeons of the I ess degree on contributions. treatment of cancerous conditions,
country. Recognizing that many hos- Worpans Auxiliaries run fairs, fes- etc. The fact that modern medical
pitals were permitting standards tivals, 'etc., for them. Those 'writ- 'science has made wonderful disof operation inconsistent with the ing wills make provision for the coveries in the art of healing
best interests of patients, the bequests to such institutions. The means nothing to those of us living
American College of Surgeons philanthropically
minded
make in this community unless the facilisome years ago undertook the gifts to community hospitals. The ties for their use are at hand ready
practice of annually inspecting the American public has given them for instant service in time of need.
hospitals of the United States and one billien, two hundred million It has been well said that hospitals,
granting "Apprevala to those insti- dollars to building and equipping schools and churclese are the 'vantutions which maintained standards their greneral hospitals. In addi- guard of modern civiliiation. We
which assure, sta far as possible, tion to this millions more are con- cannot consider ourselves as medithe safety of patients.
tributed each year for charitable cally civilized unless ire make proQUESTION: Does
the
Meson work.
vision for the best in hospital faMemorial Hospital have an "Open"
QUESTION: Has the Mason cilities. ,
or "Closed" staff?
Memorial Hospital in the past been
QUESTION: Can the peoarle of
ANSWER: An open staff. Any operated at a; profit or a loss?
Calloway county and vicinity afethical physician may bring his
ANSWER: Some
years
there ford the best in hospital facilities?
patients to the Willinen Mason have been profits. These profits
ANSWER: Yes. We can afford
Memorial Hospital and treat them have all been invested in better them if we cooperate. We taonot
there. Any qualified surgeon may equipment and improved service. afford them if we must depend
use its facilities and receive every Some years there have been losses. updn the efforts of a few to procourtesy.
These leases have been made up by vide them. If all of the people
QUPaTION- Mt physipiao,s _or_ a_ vero_ small group of-those _meet 44- -our esimmunity • rnoperare tke
interested in the hospital. The best can be provided with very
great bulk of the contributions small cost for each.. The cost of
that have been made have come hospital facilities will be proA nice tea glass FREE with one- from the Ddclors associated With portionally much less than we
quarter pound Canova Tea 255 the hospital, though many of our spend in the building of one fine
A nice pan free with 25e Snow
citizens have contributed generous- schoolhouse or one fine church
King leaking Powder
atak ly and regularly to its support.
and where one schoolhouse and
Red Valentine Beans, lb.
QUESTION: Who controls the one church serve only a limited
7c
policies
48-1b. can Shortening
of
the
hospital?
number of people one fine hos_ • 11.35
ANSWER: The policies of a cora- pital can serve all our people, .
50-lb. can Swift's Lard
.$8.11
carton Shortening sar-or 60e wieinity--heupital are--eentrolled
4113ESTIONaaean- -we-- afford—to
lbs. Pure Coffee
_ tac th board of trustees, in the PAO maintain such a hospital aftera we
m,
lb. bucket Snowdri
HA the 'Hoard of trustees has consisted get it?
24 lbs. guaranteed Flou
75c of 'seven people, all intimate asANSWER: Yes. Under ordinary
I lb. Hershey's COCOA _13c sociates of the Doctbrs Mason. circumstances our hospital would
Sc Hershey's Cocoa
4e When the fund for the new hos- operate at worst with ouly a small
2-lb. box Crackers --lee pital _building is raised a general deficit which could easily be demeeting of all contributors willabe
3 Snowbright Cleanser
frayed. We are going to incorpo14c
held. They will be invited to
be Clothes Pins and atic
rate. however, what is known as
nominate one new director for each
Chipso for
llic
the GROUP HOSPITALIZATION
ten thousand dollars pledged, and
10 lbs. Sugar
Mk
PLAN in our project. This will
these nominees will be elected to
Sure Jell, made by Certo
be explained in detail later on.
the board of trustees of the hos..people
Suffice it to say _here that the
;
10c pital. In the
event that -sufficient
charitable hospitals in the United
Gallon vase Vinegar_ 30e or 35c
funds to_ provide for the building
States which have made use of
Pay in trade for Eggs'
21c is raised as no doubt will be
the the GROUP HOSPITALIZATION
casea at least ten new directors
PLAN are operating without defiwill be added to the .board.
cits. •
,

Hospital Plan
Widely Endorsed
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between' the thants
eee of grade six, Miss ttrima
Helm's class in the Training
School. each organization had to
entertain the other. The contest
was a race for the greatest number of A's and B's on report cards.
The-subjects - of Oral and -Written
SpellMg, and Health Chore's were
chosen. for the contest. This contest ran 6 weeks---at the close of
the term of school, the class sponsored by Miss Helm motored. In
a truck, to Mayfield, Ky., and
spent the day in visiting the City
Woods Park, and Harman fields.
The money for expenses of this
trip was made by the Training
School Journal. Miss Helm says,
"Although these pupils were transported to Mayfield as a the of cattle they report a delightfill time."
Miss Helm has been connected
with the Training School faculty
since the first year of its organization.

President Roosevelt
Allocates Sum
for Aid.,

Funeral
Math,, 7p., years of

Friend of education from KenThe morning program was clotted
tucky and Tennessee, county and with a round of introduction of
City superintendents, parent
visitors by Prof. E. H. Smith, head
teachers, and high school -and col- of the extension department of the
lege oedema .met on the aa'aPaa college,
of Murray State College to parAt noon a picnic dinner, supticipateasn the third annual Com- plied by visitors and the college,
munity Day picnic Wednesday, was served on large tables on the
June 26. Dr. Charles Hire was in campus, and Prof. G. C. Ashcraft
charge of the program.
dealt out lemonade in four colors.
The afternoon's program began
'The feature of the morning's
program was an address by Hon. at 1:30 with music by the faculty
Waylon Rayburn, state representa- string quartet in the auditorium.
tive from Calloway County and A playlet. titled "On the Park
president of the Alumni Associa- Bench", directed by Mrs. Hortense
tion of Murray State College. Vaughn. college dramatics teacher.
Other events on the program were was then presented.
The last featide of the program
an outdoor concert by the college
band at the west entrance of the in the auditorium -was -a series of
library, music by the college or- dances given by Training School
chestra in the auditorium, numbers students under the direction of
by both the men's and women's Miss Clara Rimmer and accompaquartet of the college, and in- nied on the piano by Miss Roberta
the Training
troduction of visitors from each Whitnah, both of
School faculty. Zane Houston was
county.'
The speaker reasserted his posi- Puss in' Boots; Virginia Veal, Mistion of not being a candidate for tress Mary Quite Contrary; Rachel
office and expressed his desire that Linn, Little Miss Muffet; Zane
the Community Day at Murray be Houston, Doll:: Mary Ruth Brown,
made a permanent event "with Old Mother Goose,
throngs coining here each year".
.
Mr. Rayburn stated that the eduand economic
cational system
structure had been closely studied
.
during the past decade. Figures
F. T. Hinkle, 1004 Main Street,
have shown that the wealth of the Murray, Ky., own an Encyclopedia
country is centralized in the hands of Religious knowledge, whiMi was
of a few, he stated, and that the printed in 1840.
leaders of the country have dediThe book contains definitions of
iated themselves to reshaping the all religious terms and an impareconomic structure.
tial account of the principal Chris"But more important", Mr. Ray- tian denominations from the birth
studies
"are
the
continued,
burn
of Christ until the year, 1840.
made of our educational system,
two of which are of particular sigSTAMPS YOUTH INSANE
nificance."
Milburn
Stamps,. 18 year old son
"Too large a number of young
mien and women completing the of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stamps,
course of study can't adjust them- Tennessee, was brought to Murray
selves to the economic structure, Wednesday morning but was rewhich is possibly • aggravated by turned to the care of relatives afthe economic situation of the last ter if was determined that he was
feW"years", the speaker declared. a native of Tennessee. He had been
. In 1930, 131,531 people above 10 making his home just South of
years old in Kentucky could not Murray with relatives. He was
read and write, the average liter- not brought before the court but
acy being below the fifth grade", will be taken care of in Tennessee,
Representative Rayburn said.,
Sheriff Kingins stated. He was
The -young Murray graduate- re-- dIciferitTya Insane and hid Id' bi--In
marked that never before in the charge of two men associates.
history of the country or state has
there been a more favorable condition for the growth of education. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

•
Dr. J. W. Carr, president of Murray State College. today expressed
optimism over the prospect of obtaining for students here a part of
the $50,000,000 "Youth Fund" allocated by President Roosevelt to
assist needy youths to get a good
start in life.
The sum of $50,000,000 will be
spent next year for the following
purposes, President Roosevelt declared:1. To find employment in
private Industry for un-. employed youths.
2. To train youths for industrial, techradar and professional employment opportunities.
3. To provide for continued
needy
of
attendance
youths in high schools and
colleges.
4. To provide work relief upon projects to meet the
needs of youth. .
"I have determined that we shall
do something for the nation's unemployed --youth- -because -we--can
ill afford to lose the skill and
energy of these young men and
women", President Roosevelt said
in setting up the NATIONAL
YOUTH ADMINISTRATION."They
must have their career in -school
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m, in
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
their turn as apprentice and their
the Court House.
opportunity for jobs—a chance to
There will be Divine Worship at
Sunday School at 9:30 a.
work and earn for themselves,
11 a. m., Dr. J. C. Barr, minister,
Pretident Roosevelt has esti- Dr. H. M. McElrath. superintend- preaching the sermon.
mated that the [amber of _youths_
By previous appoiotment, Dr.
tta be benefited by the four di- - Aiwnipia Wership -at
rm. Barr 'ill preach in- the afternoon
visions in his program .4. follows: preaching by the pastor on 'Tith- at Vancleave immediately
after
Job Training, 150,000
ing A Perpetual And Univerial Sunday School there and again in
high School aid, 100,000
Reedirement."
the evening at 8 o'clock.
College aid, 120,000
Baptist Training Union
The
A cordial invitation is hereby
Work relief, 150,000
meets at 7 p. in, R. W. Churchill, extended to all to attend these
Post-Graduate aid, 3000
director.
services, in - the worship of God.
All figuces approximate)'
Evening Worship at 8 p. in..
J. C. Barr, Minister
Youths N'ho may benefit by this preaching by the pastor on "Why
program were defined as "persons Baptists
Practice
Teach
and
between the ages of 16 end 2.5 Close Communion" (The Sermon MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
aears who are no longer in regular Will Not Deal With The Views
attendance at school requiring full Of Others But With The Views Of
There was an increage in 'attime ,and who are not regularly Baptists,.
tendance and interest at all serengaged in remunerative employThe Woman's Misisonary Society vices last Sunday.
ment."
Bro. L. H. Pogue promises toi
meets Tuesday at 2:30 p. m., Mrs.
Aubrey Williams. assistant Fed- W. T. Sledd, president.
assist the church again on next
eral Emergency Relief AdministraMid-week prayer meeting Wed-1 Lord's day. and will preach at
tor, was appointed executive di- nesday at 8 p. me followed by the both regular hours, 10:45 a. m. and
MEMORIAL- BAPTIST (414t4u.16—rreeter--et
'
-the- --NY*. Josephine Monthly Bustriees - Meettng of -the 746 n rie
West Main Street
Roche, assistant secretary of the church, and the Weekly Teachers
Classes meet for Bible study at
treasury, was made chairman of Meeting.
9:45.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m., E. B. A. special executive committee to
The public is invited to attend
A cordial invitation is extended
Holland, supernitendent. We are administer' the program.
to 'art to attend all these services each of these services.
delighted with' our Sunday School
—"Come. Worship and Pray."
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
attendance during the summer
Head the Clruoilfkel Column.
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
months. We are hoping to be into
.
Sunday
school
at
9:30.
W.
Z.
at least a part of our new building
within a few weeks, and will then Carter, superintendent. Steady inexpect many more for our Sunday crease in attendance for first six
Monti:is. Let's begin the second
Scheol study.
half of the year with a large atMorning worship at 10:45 a.
Not long ago I dreamed I was in heaven. While I was viewing
tendance next Sunday.;
Sermon subject: "Lessons from the
The pastor will preach next Sun- its beauty, a well dressed young woman with a sallow complexion and
Life
of Jesus."
Prayer
day at 10:45 a. m. and 7:45 p. rre
tired look on her face knocked at the Golden Gate for admittance.
Eveninge.wareilip at 7:45 p. amYoung people's meeting .at 6:30
Sermon subject: "The New Man."
St. Peter stepped forward and gave her a critical look, with a
o'clock Sunday -evening.
We observe the Lord's Supper at
Prayer meeting_ Hadnesday night sigh, be said, 7Are you all hems" She saiA "My tonsils are in New
athe evening service. All meMerr at 7745 o'clock.,
Yorit_City, my appendix and gall bladder are in Chicago, my ()aeries
of the church are urged to be
Official Board
meeting 'next are In New Orleans and my uterus is in San Francisco.
pregent
•
Monday night at 7:30 o'clock in the
The ordinance of baptism will be pastor's study.
' Then St. Peter said with a weary look, "Go back to earth and gaadministered Sunday afternoon at
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
yourself all together, then come back and you will be admitted
ther
3:00 o'clock at the Concord bridge.
- E. B Motley, Pastor
to the Sacred City." Then I awoke and began to wonder why did God
The church has definitely degive human beings all of these organs tf they are useless and ought to
cided 'to begin our new buildbe removed by the surieen's knife. Then I tried to think how many
ing as _ soon as , arrangements
can be made. The work will - probpeople I ever saw or knew that died with tonsillitis, appendicitis or heably start the last of this month,
patic...colic. I could not think of a single case. Then I thought how
It any of our friends are -planning
many people have passed out from one of these operations in the past
to make qpntributions to this work,
half century. then a host of people spoke up from -a premature grave
we -should- -greatly appreciate their
and said, "My life Nvas sniffed out by an operation" Then ati in-numdoing so now.
STOMACH 'ULCER. GAS PAINS,
host of orphan children. fathers, mothers. brothers, sisters.
erable
II are invited to all, of our ser- INDIGESTION victims, why suffer? For quick relief. get a free kinsinen, and friends said, "Yes, that is so."
vices.—Carroll Hubbard, Pastor.
sample of Udga, a doctdr's preThen again the voices of many people said, "I have suffered with
scription, at Dale, Stubblefield &
Co.
• Jy4p adhesions, constipation and many ether pains since my operation. Then'
another said that my operation was a eonderful success, it saved my
FOR GOOD, CHEAP SHOE RElife.
Castleberry
PAIRING
at
try
Patients admitted to the Mason
Way
East
Barber
Shop
on
White
The time had been when, If medicine failed to get us well, the
Hospital the past week:
de Square
ltp only chance was the surgeon's knife, but that day is past. _
Mrs. Walter R. Smith, Knight;
Meat.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefieldiele, Mur- WANTED—Cured
Small
Since the discovery of chiropractic and the development of the
ray; Mrs. Effie Whiteltorn. McKen- bacon and hams at ence. See the
zie: Vivian Sue Bell, Detroit, Mich.; , McCuiston boys at Kirksey. Her- science, we have learned that we can cure most cases of tnesiUtis, apHenry Lee - Presson. Bruceton. bert McCuiston.
ltp pendicitis, hepatic colic female disorders, prostitis, and many other inflamatory diseases can be cured by adjusting the segments of the spine
Tenn.; Mrs. Roy Pool, Murray.
apartment,
the FOR RENT-3-room
Patients. dismissed from
or manipulating the back bone.
garage.
South
15th.
St.,
Mrs.
W.
Mason Hospital the past week:
Fair
T.
ltp
If you have one of these diseases why not try IL chiropractor.
J. C. Jones, Marion, Ky.; Mrs.
Marsh Henshave ilerishew,.. Ky.: MAN
WANTED—for
Rawleigh The chances are that you will get %tell without the knife. Not long ago
Mrs. Riley Crawford, Murray; Mrs. Route of 800 families. Write to- two young men in Murray developeda very severe pain in the lower
C. G. Whitehorn. McKenzie; Vivian day. Rawleigh. Dept. KYG-181right side. They submitted themselves to an operation. Before the
Sue Bell. Detroit, Mich.; Hanzy SA. Freeport, Ill.
ltp week was gone the cemetery told the rest of the story.
Paschall, "Hazel: Mrs. Sue Nell
Story, Puryear; Miss Elizabeth FOR SALE—Cut flowers. GladiAfter you are dead it Is then too late Is try the chiropractor. Try
Hall, Puryear; Mrs. Vernon Stub- olus. 50c per dozen at home. Mrs.
early stages it the disease and you will
blefield, Jr.. Murray; Mrs. Carrie I. T. Crawford, Murray, KY.!' the chiropractic science in the
pleased
with
be
results.
well
Gibbs, Houston. Texas; Lawrence Route 6, Telephone Lynn Grove
Sirls, Benton.
26-21
/
2.
W. C. OAKLEY, D. C.
tr
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CHILD will take what it's mother puts in its
hand with perfect confidence because it has
never been given food that wasn't good. That confidence is one of the primary reasons why we maintain a rigid standard of uniform goodness in SUNBURST. Mother's know it, too and have learned
to depend on us.

It

Return Milk
Bottles

.
ADVERTISEW"

When you buy, a bottle of
milk, you assume an obligation to see that the
empty bottle is returned
to the route man or the
grocery from which -you
bought the milk.

J I LT

Give Them Plenty of
Cool Milk These
Hot, Sultry
Days
Use
SUNBURST
Pasteurized

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191
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Stye
.irai letters were Issued
age, were held
Tuesday afternoon at Oak HUL to the members of the debating
%trial was in the Stewart Grave- team of last year at the opening'

yard. The Rev. Cletus Fain, Paris,
Tenn., was in charge of the Services.
Mr. Mathis died fo,ilowing
eernplicae_
a six
times_ at the home.of his son in
Eldorado. Ark. He formerly resided at Whitlock, Tenn.
Mr. Mathis was well known in
Murray and leaves four sons.
Wells and Howlett, Eldorado. Ark,.
Prentice, New Orleans. and Enlo
Mathis, Paris. Tenn., and two
daughters, Mrs. Vera Butler and
Mrs. Ada Smith, both of Amarillo,
Texas. A. G J. Wells is a brotherAmong those attending
in-law.
the, funeral Were Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Skaggs. Murray.
HEATH NEWS

of the summer semester- by Prof.
L. J. Hortin. cpach of varsity debating at Murray State College.
_Those receiving sweaters were:
. Dudley Porter, Park
,
. .Tenn.;
Virgil Mitchell, Reidland,
Ky.;
James Miller. Hazel, Ky.; and Joe
Harrell. Bardwell. Ky.
Letters atere issued to Hug!"
Phillips. Almo, Ky.. SamBoyd.
Neely. Hazel. Ky.', and Ceeil Gentry, Reidland. Ky.
Miss Evelyn Slater. instructor in
home economics at Murray State
College, attended the American
Association of Home ;Economic
teachers at Chicago. Thursday and
Friday. June 27-28.

Well, everybody is busy trying_
to kill grass for pastime.
An every one is well "hope up"
for most of them got a big strawberry .check.
Lake Robs lost a fine horse last
week.
And, we are going to have a new
school house pretty soon.
There is going to be a big birthday gathering at the -home of
Mrs. Lucy Hobbs' July 14. Come
and bring a basket. Everyone invited.—High-Pocket.
HAVE FEEDING TEST
The J. W. Clopton Co., is having
a feeding test and demonstration
with ten white rock chickens. The
ten were selected Monday and
placed in a coop and the feeding
of Purina Growena began. Their
progress and growth' will be recorded from time to time. The
fowls- are on display at the J. W.
Clopton Feed Co.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING—All
persons interested in the Spring
Creek Graveyard are urgently reallastied to meet there in the morning of the first Saturday in July
to clean same.
Twenty percent more fryers are
on the market in Christian countp
than last year. repo
-ifs -R. M. Story,
county farm agent in charge of
Negro work.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Time,s but nearly
everybody reads -it!

Specials for Friday and
Saturday
MUTTON ROAST, lb. ..11c
RIB ROAST. lb.
9c
BEEF STEAK, 2 lbs. .. 35c
PORK SAUSAGE;2 lbs. 35c
VEAL CHOPS, 2 lbs. 35c
VEAL STEW, lb. , . 10c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS,
25c'
pound
28c
FRIERS, lb. 24c
HENS, lb.
15c
SALT MEAT, lb.

For Quality -Meats
Call

MURRAY MEAT
MARKET
• Phope 12

FORGET
Ryan's is
The -Leading
Murray Store
o Many People Are Saying

-More Nearly
Everything You Want
at the Right Price
And Remember
It Must Be a
Square Deal
.. At ..

YAN'S
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private business. public utilities "politics
makes strange
WOW.
three daughters and one son.
included. If and when interests lows"
The Democratic voters of the
in the various businesses, whether
In ;mother year. perhape. Hapny
state will make no mistake in
they be utilities or °thee. do not. may need the aid of Wipe
Consolidatiou et The Itursey 1~,Ths eatierwRY Times, and
of the
The
lending their unqualified support
Tunes-Herald, October 20, 19211.
follow or cionform to the law. men now aligned against,
him in
to R. Walker Wilson in his canfRittitented
certainly there are tnea.ns el proses ate. gulaorretorsel imennet.
lete Callow-Ay County Publishing Co., Inc.
OZTeliDoli
ts
'
1Ovai &elfforth fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
outing those- individpals who are
Too much muck-raking ,will not
In R. Walker Wilson, candidate didacy, as he is a loyal party Users who get their copy In
by
guilty of such Nit evasion.
benefit the anti-administration can- for the Democratic nomination for worker, a highly efficient manager Monday:
Calloway Circuit Ceert
Yee T Lovett
Editor
If and when the taws now in didate; in fact, in our humble Treasurer of the State of Ken- of financial affairs, and an honest,
J. H. Churchill and Dewitt WilkMurtay Milk Products Co.
upright citizen in every way
effect
opinion.
tucky.
are
the
opposite
properly
the
enfo-ved
Democrati
will be the
and
c voters of
kin., Et Al.,
Entered at the Postoffiee, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter
Dr. J. C. Barr
honest officials see that competent case.
the state have an opportunity of worthy of the fullest support.Plaintiffs,
Heath News
engineers properly fix valuations
Certainly, Happy. nor any other supporting • typical Kentucky Campbellsville News-Journal.
,
Vs. Judgment
Capitol Theatre
for Utilities and set rates accord- man who has held office_ at the gentleman of highly establaabed
W. C. Wilkins, and wife Gertie
*atter-Br/Lae
ingij 'there never -Will "U any hands of his party, can not pro- ability as a buallinlIF—
Millls and
WIlkIns, stn. John Rogers and
Myers Beauty Shop
reason for. governmental Interfer- greas far in politics bY
executive
, and at the Same time.
husband John Rogers, Mrs, T.
eenditetlad
IttATIOVAL. 101TORIAt ence or ownershi
Claude Anderson
utilities. a campaign which reflects only a Democrat whose loyalty to the
G. Mourland and husband T. G.
•
Edge
Hill
News
ASSOCIATION And if such actionspareoftaken,
interests of his party in the state
the condemnation upon that party.
Mourland, Mrs. Bertie Frisby and
G71..e.ocks.a. / 935 people will receive
S. Pleasant Grove
As for
lower rates
Happy's vainglorious has been life-long and. enthusiashusband Jim Frisby, Dr. S. R.
Stone
News
The
Ledger
& Times is authorthan they will get under govern- boastings about carrying 74 of the tic.
Wilkins, Helen Wilkins, Dermie
Eagle
ized to announce the following
ICA11114 JAIIV4117,
mental operations with the graft- 85 counties he has visited even
ne' was born in Hart county, but
Cummings and wife Mrs. Jessie 111
Brooks
Chapel
candidacie
s, subject to the Demoing methods used in most political the most ardent of his supporter spent his youth
Cummings and Angie Wilkins,
on a farm in Green
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and
Dexter
cratic primary. Saturday, August
Stewart Counties, Tents, $1.00 a year: Kentucky, $1_50; Elsewhere, Wel deals extended to the field of Pub- knows them to be but the vapid county, where he received his priDefendants.
T
Turner
0.
3, 1935:
rantings of a too exuberant young mary education in
Advertising Rates and information about Calloway County market lic Utilities.
the public
Rev. E. B. Motley
By virtue of a judgment and
FOR STATE SENATOR
furnished upon application.
But regardless or that or any optimist, due for a rude awaken- schools. Since reaching manhood,
order of sale of the Calloway CirT. 0, Turner
other angle to the situation, cer- ing-Lyon County Herald.
he . has filled a number of importcuit Court, rendered at the April
W.
V.
"Bill"
Phillips
tainly
ant
no one should be unjustly
positions in banking instituterm thereof, 1935, in the above
made up this year of younger lads
FOR IREPRZSIDITATIVE
accused merely for trying to
tions, also as city clerk of Camps
cause- for -the- purpose of payment
who .are faster-and more exper
NObteitirrts
bellsville, and as special commisof debt and interest and costs
enced at the game of baseball and bee a business and property
FOR SAGTSTRATE
which it has taken years of effort
sioner to settle numerous estates.
its cousins.
The State Game and Fish Com- herein expended, I shall proceed
Inn
Precinct
and a greet amount of money to
He has been MaMee Commies/
mission gave allay about 50,000 to offw for sale at the court homeOne doesn't _have to be an acThe present rate of attendance build into its present paying
Morgan Orr
By Joe
of Taylor circuit court for many
state.
curate counter of noses or a fi- will not pull the league through
Ilsh in Calloway county last Week. door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
Blinn Suelfin
- Star-Republican. Blanchester.
years, having served under three
nancial wizard to perceive that the financially. We venture to suggest
The fish, big mouth bass, were highest bidder at public auction,
Ohio.
Circuit Judges, and for the past
Friday and Saturday the Jotter
future of Murray softball is ex- that the 12-inch ball game is weorth
placed in ponds, lakes and streams. on Monday, the 22 day of July,
two years has also been engaged This Edition Printed
will have the genuine pleasure of
tremely gloomy unless some steps trying as a means of reviving inMinty were greatly pleased to get 1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
in winding up the affairs of the
Wednesday Afternoon
making the trip over Western Kentheir ponds and streams stocked (same being county court day),
are taken to insure a revival of terest and saving the excellent
.;
Dixie-Atlas-Republic Life Insurtucky with his good friend. Keen
interest in the game.
and the bass will give fishermen upon a credit of six months, the
plant which the organization .haii
ance Co.. as an ancillary -receiver.
In
order
to give our employees greater opportunity
Inasmuch as the league has con- purchased.
A. number of -our good friends Johnson. editor of the Richmond
to enjoy their following described property, being
He is one of the leading members a holiday this edition of The
and lying in Calloway County,.
tracted itself to pay quite a sum
sport for the next few years.
have twitted us for printing so Register, who is a candidate for of
the Taylor County Stock Yards Ledger & Times was printed WedKentucky, towit:
for the lighting equipment which
much last week about A. B. "Hap- the Democratic nomination for
Co.. of Campbellsville. In all his nesday night. It is not reachhas been installed on the field
py" Chandler, whom we have Lieutenant-Governor.
Mr. John- dealings
A three-eights
%) undivided
with his fellowmen, he ing subscribers until Friday on acand most of the amount remains
known and liked personally for a son is aligned with no other caninterest in the West half of the
has ever been found honorable, count of the usual Fourth of July
didate
unpaid it is likewise readily apin
no other race from Govgood many more years than we've
South West Quarter of Section
upright, faithful and true to every postal holiday.
parent that unless something is
Six 16) Township three (3) Range
Charges have been made by the been in Lyon county--when it is ernor on down to clerk of the trust. As an expert accountant.
We
make,
Court
this explanation in
done to -increase zenalists that some Federal Trade Commissi
of Appeal"- He is first of
Coroner J. H. ChurchIll,was call- three (3) East.
on that the- well keown by all who read this
he has fevi- equals in the state, and order
that you may understand
all a genuine Kentucky gentlebody is going to be Stuck financial.' Utilities interests
ed last Thursday to hold an inare fusing propa- newspaper that we have been
Also: A one-eighth (IS) interest,
his settlements show the most if the paper
is mit up to its usual
ly.
ganda to prevent the government pledged to Frederick A. Wallis in man, - richly endowed in mental careful and painstaking accuracy.
quest following the death of a undivided interest in eighty (80)
standard in content.
hassfieen explained .that the from -taking over the operation
the gubernatorial contest for more calibre, personality and experience
Negro worker on the Tennessee acres of land less five (5) acres
of
Mr. Wilson. to a careful and
It was not practical to print the
to make the state the best Lieurawather 'has been very unfas•or- all public
than a year: . -River. The Negro, an employe of sold to Chesley Wilkins in the
utilities.
idle to paying crowds this year
Well, it doesn't follow that the tenant-Governor since the corn- conservative business man, pos- paper as early as Tuesday so that a Paducah cross tie
firm, was North-East Corner of the North
It is indeed difficult for the averand that is true
However the
Herald must refrain from printing monw•ealth was carved out of the sesses a whole-souled genial-dis- it could be distributed in Wednes- found dead in bed
about 10 p. m. East Quarter of Section Seven (7)
cUlterence in total attendance for age mart who thinks with an open- news abut other candidates mere- mother state of Virginia. There is position. which has endeared him day's mall. We sincerely trust this
Wednesday after other members Township one I 1) Range three
the same number of games this. mind and who is not so prejudiced ly- because it seeks the twin-Ma- 'little doubt but that Keen John- to a large number of friends ind arrangement.. inconveniences
no heard a struggle in his
compart- EaSt-.. See Deed Book 52 Page 378.
year and last can be partially but that he cannot give a subject fair llon of the gentleman from Bow- son will win. He has too many acquaintances thruout the state. one.
ment. The coroner's verdict reed Calloway County Clerks Office.
not entirely attributed to the and intelligent thought. to get ex- bon county. whom we consider by warm friends and sincere admir- He has been prominent in the afthat he died of natal causes.
Same being a remainder in 39 3-8
• r
h eh
fairs of his party since he reached
As a long odds the.
weather
There has been a COO- led
flower of the pres- ers to lose.
acres in said real estate. All of
the age of maturity, having served'
siAerable loss of interest in the rnatter of tact just why should net. enV flock of aspirants.
the above undivided interest in
a company or firm, whether en- __ooe expect
10
.
0 *pace to other
laaal league EamesThe 'old-tame surgeon did an- in- several times as a delegate or an
subject to the life right of Mrs.
.:It was proved last • Thursday gaged in -Public"Cti1ities or grocery candidates who come into Lyon side job but the new-fangled plas- alternate to the National DemoAngie Wilkins.
`I
•
cratic conventions, and acted as an • Aubrey Simmons
=tit that people will turn out selling, be permitted to do every- .0.4nty
reporting as faithfully and tic - surgeon
• an upper -story
-el Itasel. Ky..'
0
'For the purchase price the purexectitile Chairman for his party purchased 148 lambs*sr a good game when the fast' thing possible DO long as he rigithbr as truthfully as possible what they worker.-Leat
the
sale
chaser must execute bond with
in Taylor county during several held
s -• • • •
latiebirds played the outstandiniti ci.:-cutovents nor breaks law-s, to say and do. as well as what sort
here
Monday.- Number,
approved securities, bearing legal
He is the present weight, and price paid were: 25
Berghoff team of Paducah. -Tt6of keep from losing his business, es- of receptions they are accorded
Senators and Representatives who campaigns.
interest from the day of sale unteecially if that business 1..; a paypaid attendance ,was close to 800.
are defending the administration County Chairman of his party. blues. 2175 pounds at $7.50: 60
here.
til paid, and having the force and
ing one.
He is a Member of the Presby- reds. 4625 at $7: 45
And a little more about Happy. are expecting to have the service
-In practically every other city
medium. 3185
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Is not a man entitled to the
We trust cur good -friends who returned when they run for re- terian church, and is known as a at $6.50: three medium bucks, 250 Bright colors5 brown, grey,
in the country softball teams have
be prepared to comply pyomptly
conscientious public-spirited cit- at $5.50: twelve common
turned to the 12-inch ball with fruits of hie labor?. Is he to be dislike the Laffoon adtninistration election.
bucks.
blue, red, white
with these tejens.-Geo. S. Hart.
Jending_his-aid,-and• 41..•. • .111.
. without a and evervtluLL
----—
eateft:
wether:--9
0
115,
these
-CiannaChadMaster Commissioner.
------ -satistaciar•li-nesults- --Padnea"sas
-to every movement that is for the and -two bucks.
ce to protect himself because with will remember that
'Agitation
adopted the smaller ball with i
135
at
about
$6.23.-Par
is
reducing
Mr.
the
highly encouraging revival of in- it happens to be a Utsloies busi- Chandler was mighty friendly with number of counties in Kentucky uplifting or betterment of the com- Parisian
Eight Carter county farmer4
munity in which he resides. He is
I ness? Such action is comparable that gang in 1931, when
reminds
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
us
terest in the contest&
there
are
not enough
he sought
. :____ •
sold 1.100 cockerels weighing 2
good ones, like Hardin, for in- a married man, the father of It Pays to RPM the clouudriect
The I2-inch ball is a faster game.•only to the unfair procedure taken the •office he now holds
Opposite Ledger & Times Office to Vs pounds at 20 cents a
pound
/A .b:t. tb!e__Acivernment when Prohi- • Happy was given the ffennination stance.L-F.lizabethtown News.
with bases being
* instead ef -i bition a 'z'ai voted in the tand when by the very men
And
feet and mane double
there's
the answer from a
he is fighting
plays being
------ ----- 1 millions of dollars- of property now I yes.
made- possible. The smaller
of course Ben Johnson. newspaper which has always advoball is were scrapped . y D
such - action then very close - to Leffnim, helped cated it.
more easily and accurately ha
-- nate& , without restitution being Made to Happy too, and he
• s •
Then.'too". the league is practicall
should rememyI
i those who- had their money invest- her, in his campaigning.
Some people' will go so fa in
that what
-4044--.legaL
-good--Demorrats deeire ii- e•- making pontiCal assertions. iI4 tt
! less of one's thoughts or sympe- tor at the polls in
would riot be surprising if some
November. :hies, 'such things are not right' hitie_h of Happy's campaign
can- one cognate out a baleful political
nor equitable nor cart any amount non fodder is highly explosive
and conspiracy-in t the fact that the
•Fee leasear Wan& evidow oast. Er of argument mak*
them so.
not 'conducive 'to the_piwty's wel- Logan company was .awarded-emlia"
'
r s'"'"tall••
'
"`"
•
m
atii
"
.
SO
.
tong
isimprierlo,
as
the Utilities use'meth- 'fare.
se rye•mare
•
dim load salsa.
for the state's ballot
. contract
daft bassist. s amis aa warns/ weed to ods which
are fair, moral as well
In short- Happy is a politician. boxes-a . candidate for Governor
usage osegainise mid woe *aid* ones
as
legal.
certainly there should be although perhaps too young
die pro hen *dm. spassIss. 'prom
in the being a native of Logan county.
bodtadre
lumbege. SAW" no objection to their efforts As. 'business to be called a
professional: Kentucky.
S•••••• Linares. 30c sod OIL
a matter of fact the government and he should bear
in mind the
.Dale. Stubblefield & Co.
should keep its fingers -out of well known political
'adage that • If any more women get in these
state races it's going to be taboo
•
to use that old phrase, "Politics
makes strange 'bedfellows".
• s • • •
This is the time of year when
the water wagon and the band
wagon are all the same vehicle to
the aspirant for public office
• • • •.
-"Ihear_ Dry I Aro- _ is ._a_
pledge instead of,an exclamation.
••• • •
'Tts said that in ye olden (Jaya
it was "Ten Nightg in a Bar
Room'. but 'tis.said in ye modern
days "Ten Bar Rooms in a Night".

it. Wilson, A Man Of
Ability and Character
For ,State Treasurer

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

HONOR ROLL

Political
Announcements

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Future of Local
Sttabill

Department Gives
Away Fish Here

_IUST JOTS]
lir

More About "Happy

Charges Made
Against Utilities

Hold Inquest for
Negro Worker

Simmons Buys Lambs
At Sale in Paris Mon.

Dutch's Shoe Shop

AN ADVERTISEMENT DEDICATED TO YOUR SAFETY AND
ECONOMY . ..

Ends Aching
Sore Muscles

"No! No! a
thousand times Nor

i

Alabama Pitts got parolled from
Sing Sing and is now patrolling a
garden for the Albany Senators in
the Iriternatieihal League.
• • • ••
Mr Chandler -ekerns-to -think
should be supported for Governor
Is&ause- he tiled to get -Mr. Beek-,
barn to run. Then. I should have
sought the nomination in 1927 and
several thouxand_other
had the same qualification.
• • • • •
Rut, as we halm. repeatedly
poidled out. f•olltics sho' do Change
and in 1927, Mr Johnson and Kr.
Talbot who now pull the strings
that make Mr. Chandler dance
bolted Mr. Beckham when he got
the 'nomination in 1927 and herpeel
cause his defeat by Governor
Sampson. .
•• •
• a fanalecTi-veb we
:
weave. when • we labor to de-

THAT IS WHAT MRS. EFFICIENT HOUSEWIFE SAYS TO THE SLICK
ELECTRIC GADGET - REFRIGERATOR SALESMAN

Beane She Knows--Protect your family from asphyxiated foods—No one
doubts that natural Ice is Safe, Pure
The

air in your

ite ton _circulates,

and

there

stagnant
Most fellows would rather hiiire
their sweet* look fresh than eat
that way and vice verse.
•

your

is

foods.

Your foods will last longer with ICE
..Start cutting -tpur budget TODAY!
GUAR ANTEE
and operate an electric gadget-refrigerator!

b-X, D-X

ETHYL AND OTHER DIAMOND PRODUCTS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.

HELLO, BUDD}'
Let I's Carr For Your ( ar

Beaman's Garage
TELEPHoNF 100
Southuest Corner Square
Murray, Ky.

X

THAT a large and burdensome investment is required to purchase his machine, which will wear
out in time like anything else.

X THAT electric refrigerators draw, current in spite
of all the "low-current" thlk of the high-pressure
salesman.
X THAT these machines will require servicin
g, inst
,likd an aut-omobiTe, radio, or anStthin
g else.

no

air over

We will give you a WRITTEN CONTRACT
that we will supply you ICE REFRIGERATION for less money than you can own

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM (919_QMTIca0

And she knows from years' experience—
•THAT NATURAL IE-is absolute
ly
ical and safer—the safest refriger More ecotia-mant known to
the scientific Wprld.
•THAT ICE -requires no heavy
initial investment
and burdensome installments, while
giving better
service.
AN ICE BOX does not
your light bill
.soar, your monthly expenses.make
soar, your maintenance costs soar, your temper
soar—__AND STILL
IT IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST REFRIGERANT YOU CAN USE! ! !

Murray Consumers Coal 81 Ice Co., Inc.
For ServICE—Telephone 64

•i

-
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IONER'S
E

Ronald Thompson, Virginia Ann was host last week tra a surprise Mr and Mrs. Silas
Turner and
Houston, Valta Harris.
party for Mr. arid Mn. • Mune ihildren, Daymon, Eine and Lucille,
-.rams evartlaY.
utnon
in
honor
Wale.
of ?hail Mit 'Mt and Mrt Wayhe Morris. Mt.
ker. Otis Falwell, lee Falwell, wedding anniversary. The anni- and Mrs. Sassel
Shelton and son
Howard Willoughby, Well Lovett, verstry date Was June 21, but Oft George WIllialt,
Mt. and- Mr's.
Gladys Miller. L. D. Miller, Lowell account of the honorees leaving Lowell Jones and
son Ronald
Walker, Leo Morris, Elmus Mor- for a week's vacation It Murray, Avery. Mr.
and Mrs. Galen Turris, Ralph Evans, Milton Winford, the event was held at an earlier ner and
baby.
Loris° Lovett, Beekliam Wells, date.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Tripp and
Raymond Bailey, Charles Miller.
The evening was spent phtylgt
Copy for this page should be submitted not later tbaa Tuns*"
Those who visited in the after- bunco with priiir thing to L. son Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. Minus
Parrish and children Dale, Edd,
noon
were:
afternoon *ash week.
'Verne Lug. *Mort Johnal3dt
-24
.
1 'and George, Mr. and Mrs. Hardie
Otis Walker. Ravenell Walker. Edna kfarkouleh and consolation to Ellis and children
Marie and Sue,
Mrs. Myrtle Manning
Mrs. Mattie Crouch, Mrs. Mettle Toy
Tucker, Dorothy
Walker, Albert Weasel Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Williams,
Honored
Rogers, Mrs. Irene Rogers, Mr. G. nixie Williams, Vernon McDougal,
Delicious refreshments ,of sand- Mr.
and Mrs. Tilmon Jeffrey and
A Atkins and family, Mrs. Kittle and Alfred Williams.
wiches. cake, and coffee were children
Charles. Jolet and Nancy.
On Friday afternoon, June 28, Radford.
Mrs. Effie Kingins. Mrs.
served
by
the
host.
A very enjoyable day was reMr. and Mrs. Edd Dowdy, Mr.
Mrs. Myrtle Manning, a recent 1 No„ Manning,
Mrs. Trudie Dar- ported and the honorees were
A beautiful linen tablecloth and and Mrs.
Alton McClure and chilexbride, was given a kitchen shower
nell, Mrs. Myrtle Byrd, Mrs. Jewel tended many happy
returns of the napkins were presented to the dren, W. T.. Rudell and Falay.
at the home of her grandmother.
Byrd, Mrs. Sallie Petters, Mrs. day
honorees.
Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Phillips, KerMrs. Ada Carter.
Eunice Adams, Mrs. Pearl Cooper,
Others guests included:
mit Phillips, Delmer McDaniel and
The honoree received many use- Mrs. Ever Dunaway, and Misses
Mrs.
Faye
Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. son James. Wallace Dowdy, Jim
Celebrates Fifth Birthday
ful gifts which were highly ap- Ruby and Ethel Stone.
F. Streitberger, Miss Clara Belle
June 25
Turner, Nies Bogard, Cas Colson,
• • • ••
preciated.
Hilborh. Miss Bernice Kuhn, Miss
Darnel Ellis, Tom Turner, Riley
A birthday party was given Clara Rieser, and Howard BeardsRefreshments of punch and cake Mrs. Mabel Lovett, Mrs. Birdie
Smith, Tellus Tripp, Rudy Barnett,
Tuesday
Vance
Honored
ley,
afternoon,
Were serve'
Howard
June
25, in
Stephefis, Frank Prentice Hunt, Talmage Burkeen.
- honor of the fifth birthday of little Markoulch, and Frank Junta.
Those included were:
Coda Morris, "Prentice Roberts,
Mrs.
Mabel
Lovett
and
Mrs.
•
•
•
• •
Miss
Moyne
Arnett.
Mrs. Lottie Cooper and chilAdon Witliasus, Golds Morris, ClinBirdie
Vance
were
,
trooisys;A:0
01
1
Pith
Games
were played from two Mr. Anil lets. Lee Carrawsy
dren Lucile, Nadeen, James, and
ton Pennington. Eugene Dowdy,
Honored
Helen, Mrs. Jule Stone arid chil- a dinnes on their 45th and 43rd until six thirty.
Toy Morrix Rexie Dowdy, Joe Mcbirthdays,
respectively
at
,
the
Refreshments were served.
dren Abolene, Harold, and Dorothy
Daniel, Heys Miller, Paducah, Mr.
home
Mr,
of
Mrs.
Lovett.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Cerra
Those included were as follows:
way and Mrs. 011ie
Nell, Mrs. 'Dona Crouch and. chilMiller, Paducah.
At the noon hour a nice dinner
Dorothy Jo Hari, Karnell Hutch- were honored Sunday, June O.
dren, Ruditte Ola May, and CarMr. and Mrs. Ewell Lovett and
spread.
was
when
several
of
their
relatives
ens, Shirley Durham, Edith Richlos.
sons, Paducah. Ovie Williams. PaThose present included:
ardson.. Betty Sue Howard, Juanita gathered in to spend the day with
Mrs. May Carter and children
ducah.
them.
Ruth Agnes. Marianna, and Charles
Mr. and Mrs. John Overbey, Mr. Arnett.
Alma Rose, Paducah, Mr. and
Those that were, present:
Willodean Hutchens, Mildred Sue
T., Mrs. Delia Carter and children and Mrs. Lamtia..„Falwell, and
Mr. and Mrs. Manliff Miller and Mrs. Tremon Smith and daughter,
Elmo,:Andy Duel,'and Clyde Oury, daughter Frankie Nell, Mr. and Haynes, Moyne Arnett, Rudy Armchildren Clara Jane, and Bobby, Emma Dean, Mrs. Emma Smith,
Mrs. Ester Neal and daughter Ada. Mrs. Cecil Walker, Mr. and Mrs. strong, Hugh Arnett.
of Murray, Mrs. Vernon Roberta Mrs. Lois Holland, Louise Miller,
• • • • •
Mrs. Winnie Crouch, Mrs. Mtn,- Rafe Willoughby, Mr. and Mrs.
Paducah, Ilene Colson, Malene
Mr. and Mrs. Autry Farmer and and son Watson Hood of Detroit,
nie Neal, Mrs. Alice Marine and Henry Willoughby and daughter,
Duncan, Vivian Morris, Edith Dundaughter Lady Ruth, Mrs. Maurine Pauline, Mr. and Mrs. Eura Vance daughter Rebecca, and Mr. and Mrs. Viola Miller,
Mrs. Pearl Miller and sons, can. Armeda Turner, Lorene DunMarine and son Dart, Mrs. Eva and son Billie, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Mrs. Fred James left Saturday.
can, Hilda Colson, Louise WilJune 29. for a motor trip to Great Charles and Gene. of Murray, Mr.
Lawrence, Misses Opha and Inez Lovett.
and Mrs. Goeble Scarbrough and liams, Pauline p-iunt, Maudene
Smoky
Mountains,
Rogers, Mrs. Odell Manning and
National
Park,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Donelson
Marjorie Jean
Miller,
daughter Emma Lee. Mrs. Lillie and children. A. G., Mabel, and Cumberland Falls, Washington, D. children Hilda. Cleo, and Dorris. Dowdy,
Dprothy Dean Smith.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Odell
and
Orr
C.
Slid
chilpoints
of
Haneline.
interest
in VirNancy, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin MorThe evening was spent in social
Mrs. Pauline Cooper and daugh- ris and children, Rexie, Edna, Eula ginia, and West Virginia, returning dren Freida and Mat, Mr. and
Mrs. David Harmon and son James conversation and games for the
ter. Verbie Nell, Mrs. Erma Richie and Euple. Mr. and Mrs. Phearson in about 10 days.
little folks. All left late in the
• • • • •
Lee.
and children Rosie, Charlie, Annie Lovett and children, Mary Exonces,
evening, wishing Mrs. Davy many
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Knight-Watk
Carraway,
ins
Nell, Mary Frank. Harry, and Sue. Harry Lee, Wanda, Durwood, and
and
Birthday
children Joe, Nabie, and Ralph, more happy birthdays.
Dinner
Mrs. Elizabeth Sheridan and son Thomas.
• • • • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rune
Waldrop and
Ernie G., Mrs: Tonie Kirkland,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
Mrs. Flippo Entertains
On Friday. June 28, Mrs. I. B. children Lydia, and Sue.
Mrs. Estell Suiter and son Junior, sons. Joe Rob and James. Mr. and
With Party
Griffin entertained a number of
Misses Wilma and Lucile CathMrs. Marshall Darnell arid chil- Mrs. Jim Burkeen and son Charles.
dren Louise and Haffor-ct Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Smith and friends and members of her family cart, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Carraway_
Mrs. W. A. Flippo was host to
with a joint birthday dinner, com- and children Pat, names.
Ethel Stone, R. C. Sheridan, Mrs. son James Wilson, M•• and Mrs.
and a group of the younger set Saturplimenting
her
Nell.
daughter
and
Vera Turner and children Billy Eual Lovett ant= sons Tohmas and
day afternoon with a party in
hephew, Mrs. -Juanita Knight and
••• • •
Gray and Loretta Fay: Mrs. Ar- Edgar Lee.
honor of the thirteenth birthday of
'Freeman
Cleaver
Watkins.
Marshall-Wilkilassa
lance Cloys. Mrs. Frances Haneline.
Mr. and Mrs. A,dd Taylor, Mr.
her daughter, Jessie. Lee.
At
noon
the
table
was
Marriage
loaded
Atitesimeed
Miss Lucile Kingins, Mrs. Lorine and' Mrs. Alvie Taylor and daughHours were from two o'clock
with an abundance of food and
Wilson and childrerf Bobbie Gene ten- Mr. and Mrs. Troy Vance, Mr.
Announcement has been made until five. Intett•sting .games and
the honorees remembered Mrs.
and Patsy -Ann, Mrs. Margaret and Mrs. Breford Miller, Mr. and
of the, marriage of Miss Minnie contests were played.
Carter, Miss Ruby Darnell, Misses Mrs. Haden Morris, Mrs. Ella Mae Pool, who is confined to her Marshall
At the close of the party the
to Terry Wilkinson.which
bed,
by
sending
her a nice box
Clara Nell and Eulala Johnson, Lovett, "Aunt Mollie" Billington.
guests were invited into the dining
took
place
in
of the 0.1u-irate „foods.
Metropolis,
'
Ill.. last
Ada-Certer7---Mr---and- Mrs.
Mrs. LanealdeT,-nir-Taylor, Mr.
room and- the truianee was preConversation, games and a candy Wednesday.
Boyd Carter and children Eugene, and Mrs. Bob Lovett, and daughThe Peide es the daughter of Mr. sented a large cake which looked
breaking were features of the
Dorothy. Hazel, and Ruth, and Mr. ter, Katherine and Anarine, Mr.
and Mrs. Mew Marshall of Hazel very pretty with its white icing
afternoon.
and 'Ars. Clyde. Manning.
and Mrs. Sedley Lovett. Mrs.. Zula
The honorees received many and is a popular young woman us and pink candles.
Those sending gifts were:
Nelson and baby Dorothy Sue, nice
Refreshments of apple pice, cake,'
that city. Mr. Wilkinson is the
and useful gifts.
pickles, and grape-ade were served.
Those included in the hospitality son of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wilkiea
The honoree many nide gifts.
son of Murray. He is now ernwere:
Miss Dorothy Pool. Miss Mildred ployed with the Kentucky-Tennes- 1. The guest list included:
Willie_ Thelma Brandon, Mary
Knight, Miss Dorothy Mae Flippo. see A m uaement_ Co.
Following a short wedding trip Elizabeth Brandon, Sadie Nell OutMISS Jessie Lee Flippo, Miss Jennie
Wren Coleman, Miss Angie Mary they are at home to their many land, Dorothy Dean McPherson,
McNutt, Miss Virginia Kate Atkins, friends at the home of Mr. arid' Willa Dean Atkins, Virginia KA*
Mary McNutt,
Miss Willa Dean Atkins, Miss Mrs. W. G. Wilkinson on East Atkins. Angie
Dorothy Mae Flippo. ,
•
Willie Thelma Brandon, Miss Mary Poplar street
Jessie Lee Flippo, Josephine
Elizabeth Brandon.. Miss Nowata
Heath Redden, Alie Mae .McConKing. Miss Mabel Evans. Mrs. Miss Annie Smith Host with plenty of fresh clean clothes for the frequent
nell, Virginia Nell Wilkinson. FreeAt Dinner Party
Lera Nell Pool, Mrs. Louise Bailey,
changes that takes the summer dread out of the
mon Cleaver Watkins, Milford Orr.
Mrs. Juanita Knight. Mr. and Mrs.
•
• • •
Miss Annie Smith, daughter of
fierce summer days. A fresh change and you are
Ansel Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. I. B.
Prof. K H. Smith, entertained Friday Bridge Club Has
all fresh again.
Griffin.
with a dinner party at her home
Visitors
Milford Orr. Fred Eugene Aton North Fifteenth street on Saturkins, Billie Ray Atkins, Junior
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr., enterday evening, June 29.
Bailey, Jackie Knight, Freeman
tained her bridge club on Friday
A
three-course
dinner
was
Cleaver
Watkins.,
fleet], more care and attention.for thorough
afternoon.
served.
Mrs. Jack Farmer won the club
Covers were laid for Miss Betty
cleaning-and re-shaping than do the heavy
Honored With Party
Hayes, Miss Virginia Wooldridge, high score ririze and Mrs. Marshall
winter strongly-built woolens..
Mr and Mrs, Enloe Atkins and Miss Lilly Atkins, and Miss Annie Berry the guest high score prize:
A delicious party plate was
sons Evele and 0. C. entertained Smith.
Max Schacketford, Casner Car- served.
with a party in honor of their
Visitors were: Mrs. B. G. Rhodes
daughter and son-in-law, Mrs. lisle, H. L. Hughes, and M. 0.
of Ft. Worth, Tex.. Mrs Marshall
with years experience in the handling of
Thomas.
Angie Baumon of Wheaton.
The guests were delightfully Berry. Mrs. Will Whitnell Mrs.
Saturday night, June 29.
kind.of garment.-:---afers
Martin Hinton.
Ice cream was served as refresh- entertained.
mot thoroiigh service for wash suits and ments.
Mesdames Stewart And Carter
'trousers and summer garments.
Mrs. Eliza Alan Davy Entertained
Those present were as follows:
Give Bridge-Tea
On Eightieth Birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Angie Baumon, Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Atkins. Mr. and
On Sunday, June 23, relatives
Mrs. Harry Suiter, 'Mr. and Mrs.
_tommie Atkins, M. and Mrs. Ansel and friends gathered at the- home
of Mr. and Mrs. George PenningGrit?in.
ton and surprised Mr. Penning- When You Need a Laxative
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Atkins. Mr.
Because of the refreshing relief it
and Mrs. Enloe Atkins and the ton's mother, Mrs. Eliza Ann Davy. has brought
them, thremands of men
ehildren. Fred. Virginia. Billy, Wil- with a dinner in honor of her and women, who oould afford much
eightieth
birthday.
la Dean. Jessie Mae, Sue and Ted
The honoree received many use- more expensive laxatives, use Black
Atkins. and June Siter.
Draught when mead. It is very
ful
and valuable gifts. Mr. and Mrs. Baumon left for
Seccomieal, purely vegetable highly
Those
present
were
as
follows:
effective. . . Mr. J. Lester Roberson.
their home June- 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Colson and Weil known hardware dealer at Man•••• •
daughter
tis. Va_ writes: "I certainly aftet
Mabel.
Mr.
'
and
Mrs.
First Anniversary Celebrated
C Sleek -Draught as a splendid
Heel_ Thompson_ Mr. and Mrs_ tOildSialnet. I hers taken 44 ter
_th --Serswise --Party
E Roberts and son Hayward of OSA tbs dell feelings that follos:
•
8
Mrs. L. A. Pause of 201 South Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Dun- 111411141 it vary satIsfeaterY."
Washington street, Wheaton. III., can and sons Rudy and Wayne,
LACK-D RAU G H T

ounvas4

cult Csart
Dewitt •Vii/kPlaintiffs.
i wife Garin
n anger* Mrs. T.
husband T. G.
rtie Frisby and
Dr. S. R.
liking. Dennie
fe Mrs. Jessie 111,
gie Wilkins,
Defendants.
judgment and
e Calloway Ch.ed at the April
, in the above
oast- of -payment
Test and costs
I shall proceed
the court house;entucky, to the
public auction,
2 day of July,
or thereabout
Ity court day),
six months, the
property, being
llovray County,

s

(lik) undivided
eat half of the
ter of Section
three (3) Range
th (IS) interest,
in eighty (80)
five (5) acres
Wilkins in the
of the North
etion Seven (7)
Range three (3)
sok 52 Page 378.
Clerks Office.
tinder in 39 3-8
estate. MI of
led interest in
right of Mrs.
'1.
• •
• price the purute bond with
3 bearing legal
day of sale ung the force and
it. Bidders will
imply promptly
-Geo. S. BIM
,er.

!minty farmers,
,is weighing
I cents a pound
'

AVOID THE EFFECTS

IY .

OF SUMMER
HEAT!

Summer Clothes...

The Model Cleaners .

SEND THEM TO

Refreshing Relief

Mrs. Roy Stewart and Mrs. Zel- luncheon-bridge at, her home op : Margaret Tandy. Mrs. Tandy of
na .Carees-smeese•sheiMist.
41,
2drs. Sebree, Ey., Mrs. B. G. Rhodes of
tea at the home
tte latter an
Martin Hinton.
Ft. Worth. Tex., Mrs. E. & DiuMonday afternoon.
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell received Suid Jr.. Mrs Marvin Fultart.:.,
The rooms were inviting and
fter the game a delicious party high score prize. Remenibrancea 1I-Mrs. Harry Siedd. Mrs.' it. R.
were given to Mrs. Martin ilinton, Meloan, Mrs, B. 0. taingston, Mn,.
plate was served.
Melugin, Mrs. Mervin
Rhodes, Mrs. Marshall Chfford
Miss Bertie Manor won high Mrs. B.
Whitnell, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hypes,
score prize and Miss Clothe Pool Berry, and Mrs. Tandy..
Mrs. Jack Farmer. Mrs. Marshall
seeond high. The cut prize was
Covers were laid for:
rerry.
, _
--• -won by mi:k Warren Ansel.
Mrs. fdarttrr tttntotr ter1.-MM
Present for bridge were:
Rowlett. Mrs. Vernon Hale. Miss Additional Society On Page Six
Mrs. E. S. Diuguld Jr., Mrs!
Will Whitnell, Mrs. Walter Black4.
burn, Mrs. Nat ,Ryan, Mrs. Nat
Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
Mrs. Geo. Hart, Mrs. B. F.
Scherffius, Mrs. Marvin Whitnell,
Mrs. Warren Angell, Miss Bertie
Manor, Miss Clotile Pool.
For tea were: Mrs. Prentice Hol-,
land, Mrs. A. D.'Butterworth, Mrs.
L. .1. Hurtle,
.._•
- - White-Rayburn Marriage
Announced

.e.

Announcement has been made
of the marriage of Miss Lonnie
White to Mr. Raymond Rayburn,
on Sunday, June 1E at Fulton.
Mrs. Rayburn is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lon White of Hazel.
She is a former student of Murray
State College where she was popular with a large - number of
friends. She has for the past two
years taught Cherry .school. She
is one of Murray's most AtraCtive
young women.
The bridegroom is the son of
Mrs. J. A. Rayburn of Murray.
He is now connected with the
State Highway Department.
The popular young couple will
make their home at Murray for the
present.
• •.
•
Mrs. Martin Hinton Is Honor
Guest At Luncheon-Bridge
Mrs. Joe Lovett was host at a

Ice-Cream
Always a Treat
Desserts

and desserts may go, but,
GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM is always welcome.
Your family loves it and it's good for them ... ask
any dietician. It's nourishing and rich in vitamins,
so serve it often,

TENTH and MONROE

n

LET US MAKE YOUR
VACATION TRIP SAFER
REFORE

you start on your holiday .trip
let us'completely inspect your ear. There
is no charge for this service and it will
assure you of a safer and more enjoyable trip.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

COME-IN

1

at home

mce-

atthe SEELBACH

.!OnOn1iwn I(

Tradition means
here in Kentucky-but we
rnoderna must have all the comforts and conveniences
oesides. So the Seelbach has remodeled its guest rooms
and redecorated its parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and most. comfortable you ever'occupied.
You've a treat awaiting you-make the Seelbach your
home t: hen in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single.
$2.50 double. WITH BATH, $2.00 single, $3.00 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATHSKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable restaurants and bars in Louisville. '
Harold A. Sage, Manager

%tine 111
better

ht bill
iainteSTILL
IGER-

HOTEL
FOurth

SEELBACH wain" %lc
than( in LOUISVILLE

List your taxes NOW,
at Your earliest eon- I
venience,

•
••••••..•

more NATURAL
more
BEAUTIFUL

"Will the tread give me the greatest
traction and protection against
skidding?"

Equip your car with a set of Firestone Gum-Dipped
Non-Skid Tires, the safest tires ever built and avoid
the dangers of skidding and blowouts.
••

di

University tests
show fireaton• High
Speed Tires stop cars
151025% quickie.
4
L.

You Always Get Better Quality at No Higher Price when
You !Buy a Firestone Tire with the
Fa.,-.tove Name and Guarantee

Girm-Dipped cords
give gmatair blowout
protection. Gum-DIppl
heist used in other Hres.

2

cun2
7us
4..d
oca
7

HIGH SPEED
TYPE
QuIr.ltuasd

rio. 50 any ocelled First
Crede, Sow or
IteLiare line reaardles• of
name. brand or
manufacturer .

ellFiEll TYPE
.0•TaR•Oi_
banal or man&
or to any morla1
brand tiro mad*
for mom ali•tribe t me, advertised witborat
the.inansitaftroror'• name or

C1111111E1 TYPE

SEITlItt. TYPE
ear rirl-waritinr
Ft
S.
name and
itearante•.
Iliqu•I or superior to any
tire In this
Prier elm,

Fee
trim

ear owners
1•00.11

nem

"Are wary at •
very ie. prim.

4,50-211 00400
7.gt
le
5.25- IR
8.40
5.10- 1 7
0.20
•h•• 1a.
Pr••••1.•••le
Un
,

BATTERIES SPARK PLUGS BRAKE LINING
As Low A

sac

Each in Sets

-4

--

As Low

$
re

3m.

None of This
No Electricity.

Zotos surpasses in loveliness and comfort any
wave evfer previously known. You confidently relax and enjoy the luxury of the delightfully gentle
Zotos process. It is kind to the hair and leaves it
soft, lustrous and beautiful.

PLEASE HURRY IN A:ID LET US EXPLAIN
THIS PROCESS

MRS. MYERS BEAUTY SHOP
TELEPHONE 314

11414411.111•50•4040•411•411414•411•411•441 Isinenmessma

-I

"Without sacrificing these two
important safety features will they give`
me longer mileage, thus making them the
most economical tires I can buy?"
.s

/

.5511

No Vachinery

Tax Commissioner

-Firestone Gum•Dipped Tires have the most
amazing records for being blowout-proof of any tires
ever hunt. In the gruelling 500-Mile Race at Indianapolis, istay 30th, every one of the 33 cars was
equipped with Firestone Guns-Dipped Tires. Notes.
of the 33 drivers had tire trouble of any kind.
Ab Jenkins drove his 5,000 pound car on Firestone
Gum-D4ppe4 Tires over the hot salt beds of
3,000 miles, arefrasdng 127.2 miles per hoenlij
&
temperatures as high as 1200, without tire trouble-Or
any kind.

- Firestone High Speed Tires not only give rat;
more than 50% longer wear, but also lowest cost per
mile.In fact, unequaled mileage retords of thousands
of car owners add undisputed evidence of the imams'
wear and greater economy of Firestone High Speed
Tires.

as -lies.
I 1111.444
5.-14
00
1140 11.55
.t.25-111 Ho 11.2e
5.50-17 NO S1.75
SJIG-11
6.011-1 5 NO 1415
6.110-16 11.115 6.55*-19 NV S7.15
Sae Sian h5or11.0617 Lel

ZOTOS

Claude Anderson

2 "Are they blowout•proof?"

THERE ARE THREE QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS -THAT WILL SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEM OF WHAT TIRES TO BUY:

CW31 V1•75
a.i0
5.00- le Les
535-15

Permanent

Be Ready to Turn Is
Assessment When
Called For

For eight consecutive years Firestone Tires have
been on the winning car in the dangerous Pike's
Peak Race where a skid means death.

Firestone removes the danger of blowouts
by preventing their main cause-internal
friction and heat. This is accomplished by
Gum-Dipping.

Made sith the highest
grade of rubber and cotton.
Accurately balanced and
rigidly inspected and we
know it ie as perfect as
human ingenuity can
make it.

The ultimate

Tax Assessor's Office
Now Open

---,•-•••••••••••••••• z •
""

PERMANENTS

-Recent tests by a leading University shots,that.
?Tremont High Speed Won-Skid Tires stop a car 15%
quicker than any other of the leading makes.

AVOID THE DANGER
OF BLOWOUTS

1

NOTICE!

11 Spite
ressurc

-

For the convenience and safety of car
owners ,Firestone has established more than
500 Auto Supply and Service Stores throughout the country, and thousands of Firestone
Dealers are also equipped with- complete
Auto Supplies and complete Service
Departments, to test and service your tires,
brakes, batterres, spark plugs, in addition
to power lubrication and crank case service.

B

Wear

PADUCAH, KY.
4.

--. Telephone 141

t is re-

may come

'Lisarti at

e l'osre of Firest•ne-featuring .31argaret Speaks,

,s,*

every Ms

aright,

-W'EAF NOWA

Jackson Purchase Oito.,
T. 0,13AUCUM, ManagerSuper-Service Station
White Way•Service Station

r -I
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aod Trenton. Tenn., this week and
next. Mr. Miller, manager of the
L'Ilj1/.1ed
Unit!
by
McElroy
Reading-Rebecca Robertson.
Lemonade was served dtrring tra
vacation.
B/
.Vocal Solo-Eleanor Gatlin, ac- ,day.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Stalls.
companied by Mrs. Ganges Wallis
A lacairillful dinner was served at
North of Murray, are the ppte
There staftloTaWLAr.w.fr--vs the noon .hottr.
of a son born at the horn/. Sun• • • •
A large crowd was present
day.
Magazine Club Meets
lltjou have visitors of wheats TWelrie Farris of near Taylor's
W.
C.
Meets.
U.
T.
Mrs. Uoyd Davis. Knatville, is
Store,
several
IT days
last week.
your,ore not eshamest please
M. E. Church Has Opting.
spending several days with her
With Mrs. E. P. Phillips as hod,
sta.
The W. C. T. U. met Monday afMrs Pat Beale-of Almo and Mrs.
report these for this column.
sister Mrs. WI H. Graves and Dr.
the Magazine Club had a delight- ternoon at the home
mut Members of the Methodist Church
of Mrs Bonnie
Sallie St. John of Hazel. visited
Graves. Mrs. Davis was met in
ful meegng at the home of Mrs. Houston
to* • •
in the home of Mrs. Flora Hatcher
delightand a few friends had
.
Nashville Sunday by Dr. and Mrs.
E. B. Ludwick. Thursday afterMr..end Mrs. Montez Story. De- Of Murray'
• Mrs. Henry Elliott, president, pre- ful outing at the' Baptist picnic
Tuesday of this week. Waves.
noon. June 27. Mrs. C. A. Bishop
troit, and Mr. and Mts. Jim Orr
eve
en__Ttiesday afterponn
sided. Mrs. Gene Tarry_g_dire_a
Dr.
T. Palmer asecrayv
- Claude- Annevaon•• Anse- --Misrsetuteed
presided -over the business session,
turday - from Biodrdt.
per -ari "Educating ,For Prohibi- , Free lemonade was served. fn.
uuring which time the club books
Missouri where the) visited the present and discuss the following Jewell Hill edited his sister. Mrs.
tion," and Mrs. Cordelia Erwin formal games and pleasant conver-.
were passed by the members.
lattt4. sister. Mrs. Amos Peschell subject: "Low Resistance as a Re- John Laws near Fulton Saturday.
shot
Hurst talked extensively on "Det- sation were enjoyed
fractive Problem", at the meeting They joined a party
and
family
of
friends
Mr.
and Mrs. Story
The subject of the program was rimental Effects
fare
of Liquor in KoAn elaborate menu was served
left the first of the week -for their of the Jackson Purchase Study from Paducah at Reelfoot Lake
hill:
"Western Kentucky Land Prob- rea,
Group of the Kentucky Association Seriday.
China. and Japan."
large number attended.
A
home
after
a three weeks vial
lems and Prospects."
CCM
• • ..• .
Members
Several new members were addMrs. E A. Moody. Paris. Tenn..
here with relatives and friends. of Optometrists being•held- ln Mayrespond
usie
ed
to
the
call
of
the
roll ed to the local organization.
field Tuesday evening. July 9. at is visiting her mother
Mattie
Belle Hays Circle
The
They
planned to stop for an inMrs. W. T.
by naming natural beauty spots in
A
• • • •
7:00 p. m.
of the M. E. Missionary Society
lehir, this week.
spection of Mammoth Cave.
Kentucky. Mr. B. F. Scherffius
o2
Members of First Baptist
will meet Mo.iday evening at the
Mrs: W: H; Mason and Miss
Jima back from market with all
introduced Mr. Kelly Cromwell,
sew
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Calhoun have
Have All Day Picnic,
home of Mrs. Thomas Banks with
Patricia. left this week for Wash- the newest things in summer wear.
assistant county agent and soil
tyit
moved to the residence on North,
Mrs. Wells Overbey assisting her
expert, who gave a most interest
use
Sixtheenth street which has been ington. D. C.. where they will Murray Garment Co.
The First Baptist Church had as host.
Mend July with Dr. and Mrs. D. H.
Miss Frances Wilford. daughter
ing discussion on "Soil Problem their annual
add
Occupied for the past several years
all-day picnic crifie.Y.
s
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wilford.
and Science." Mrs. W.'"W. McEl- at
be
• by E. C. Jones and family. Mr.• Kress.
their picnic grounds wed6.fthet Nichoioa . county sheep ralsera.
.you w" h.Best Wagon en has arrived frarn_ Akron. --Ohio,
-- trim- - donee,xesently bought the ".C..arlod
yetis-- reed-- two comprehensive
city.-dipped 1,080 sheep in the Saltwell
the market at the Best Price yea where she has been attending
papers on the subject "Water
tee
Elkins place and he and kis fain-__
Swings, gamea-and a - general community dipping vat.
pjtJ find one. gains the Cash
Power in the Tennessee Valley"
vtiV,moved there
_
avid 4 cair-saretr-Make the
-Jier-sPerris is - visiting-ltia- son.
and on the "Reforestation
('rig
oProbE. -C. Overt:my- left Tueadayr-for-..-Yours very truly.
J. W. Denham. Carl Harris, neat-Pebeidence this
lem." Interest .was added to her
Daemon -- Springs to 'spend several Hazel. Ky.
week.
discussi
now
J ISp
on by her frequent comdays.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Sr., Mrs. Kate ' Joe Robinsen is real ill at his
ments on the TVA moving picture
"GI
ad
Mr. end Mrs. Maxie Jeffrey and Kirk. and Mr. and Mrs.
'
Will Whit. home near Providence.
which had just been shown at the
bib!. Detroit, are visiting Mr. net!' will leave soon to
Mrs. Ida Gilbert. who is spendlocal theatre.
oth
visit Mr.
J.effrey's sister. Mrs. Charley P. and Mrs.' Walter
Taylor in Wash- ing several weeks with her son.
the
A most attractive and tasty
Matre and family for several ington. D. C.
M.
Gilbert.
E
near
Paducah
, spent
for
salad plate was served during the
CaYS41•011111
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Frances Sledd. the week end here with her grandsocial hour. Mrs. 0, A. Marrs and
• Dr. F. E. Crawford. Dentist, First 'Mrs. Martin Hinton.
and Mary son, Boyd Gilbert, and family, and
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings were guests.
Natl. *sank Bldg, TeL 192-J.
if Catherine Hinton left Sunday
granddaughter, Mrs. Fry Brewer
for
Dr. and Mrs John D. Trawick Prattville. Ala_ to
and
family.
Mrs. Gilbert will respend several
and son. John D. Jr.. Louisville, weeks with relatives
turn later in this month for a The town marshal, his sweetheart and kin, and the
.
mayor's vigilante Mrs. Bernard Rhodes of Ft. Worth
were the week end guests of J.. D.
Mr. and Mrs Will Moore
more
extended visit with other committee are ambushed in a blazing calaboo
Beale
se y. the bandit sheriff's Is Complimented with Luncheon.
Sexton
and
family.
Dr.
Trawick
of
Memphis spent the week end relatives and many old friends. mobsters—one of
het
the thrilling action sequences in -THE ARIZONIAN„"
and Mr. Sexton were schoolmates with Mrs. Jack
dei
Beale and Miss She spent the winter in Jackson. SRO Radio's new vehicle for
Mrs. Will Whitnell had luncheon
RICHARD DIX's talents. Margot Grahame,'
and boyhood friends in Stewart Lola Clayton Beale.
fur
Tenn., with her daughter, Mrs.
guests at her apartment on North
Preston
Foster
unt
and
county in their youths.
Louis
Calhern
head
the
supporting cast. -The Ari- 14th St.
Mrs. Elizabeth Parker Briggs of Clyde Collie.
Friday in. compliment to
my
Attorney and Mrs... Joe Lancaster-, Memphis was the
One '73-pound refrigerator for sonian" is on the Capitol screen Sunday and Monday.
&est of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Rhodes of Ft. Worth,
ter
and Miss Mary Frances Bearden. Mrs. Joe Parker
over the week- S5.30. Maurice Crass.
Texas
I
visited Muscle Shoals and the riew end.
'G. B. Scott spent the week end
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Graves and
Bridge was played at one table In
being
construc
Lovely evening gowns to rent
ted there over
.,4.
Mrs. John G. Lovett of Benton with his father, J. W. Scott. at
bet
friends here.
the week end.
vs,
at a reasonable price at the Mur- the morning. At noon a delicious
They returned is ill at the home of
Clarksvi
lle.
Mr. and Mrs.
es.
home Sunday.
course luncheon was served. CovMr. and Mrs. S. T. Reeves and ray Garment Co.
Joe Lovett
Little Miss June Gary Hay, MemJ. ES Sexton attended the funeral
George Haywood and Jack, 1,-lay- ers erre-laid for
Misses Gladys end Mavis Hamil- phis, daughter of Mr...-.and Mrs. two children Gary. Indiana, visited
on
and burial services. in Dixon. ton. of Detroit
Mrs. Bernard Rhodes, Mrs. E. S.
are spending vaca- Elmo Hay, is spending a few weeks Mrs. Lena Watkins. West Poplar wood of Columbia. Tenn., recently
.
-1!
• Teen., Monday for George W. tions at
visited their brother. Jim Haywood Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs..
reel. recently.
home with Mr. and Min. AS the houseguest. of her- aunt,
Wenn.of this city.
Ralph Stanfield, Mrs W. S. Swann,
J. D. Hamilton Sr.. - and J.
A marriage license was issued
D. Mrs. Edo Filbeclk. and family.
Jdhn E. Buckingham. AsttTand. Hamilton
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jones and Mrs. 0. J Jennings, Mrs. Kate Kirk.
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Nelson. Mem- last Thursday to Toy
Jr.
Morris,
Murfan:hi:late for the Democratic nemi-• • •.
Cutchin - has returned phis. visited-- Mr. and Mrs.- Ed I'll- ray route' three, and Lois Joyce -son, Conrad, and Billie Jones, left
natIon for 'state treasureri was a to.. Nashvill
Sunday for a two weeks motor trip Cordell* Erwin Hurst Speaks at
e after visiting his beck Friday.
,
route
two.
The
bride
is
the daugh- through Eastern
visitor in Murtay Tuesday. Mr., aunt,
Kentucky. VirMissionary Meeting.
Oatman Taylor and family, of ter of
Mrs. 1Ma and Mrs Bill Joyce and ginia and
Buckingham was, making a swing Hale. His
the Atlantic seaboard.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. the Rio Grande Valley, Texas. the bridegroom is the
son of Mr.
around the western distill
The Alice Waters Missionary SoCarlisle Cutchin are living
in spent the fourth of July in the and Mrs. W. W. Morris.
Mini Katherine Whitnell will I Nashville
ciety met Tuesday at the M. E.
McConnell-Bailey
while Coach Cutchin county with relatives.
years ago
lease next week for a 11-day tour complet
Church. Mrs. E. B. Houston
Mrs. 'Lena Watkins spent last
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey and
es his work on h1s_Master's
Announcement has been made _sided_ over the business hour...preanew-Abe 'Atlantic seaboardare-in - lifiedreeshoro. Tenns, week in Paducah as guest of rela..
Pte.
of the marriage - Of Miss Trdey '
party Of the Bomar Tours. Ver'fite program for the afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Angie Baumon
where they are. visiting Mr. and tives and friends.
of
sailles.
Thomas was planned by Mrs. Vernon StubGood reconditioned kitchen cabi- Marie McConnell and
Wheaton,- Ill_ have been visiting Mrs. J. S. Terve; and family.
Bailey
of
Murray.
R. L. Sackson and three chil- Mrs ' Bautrion
blefield, Sr.. Mrs. C. A. Hale, Mrs.
Hyland Boyd, principal of the nets priced right. Maurice Crass,
's parents. Mr. and
The wedding took place August Luther
dren Harold. Gerald Lee, and Jes- Mrs.
Jackson, and Maar•Ziob GatEnloe Atkins of Murray Route city schools. Covington. Ky.. was a Basement Ford Garage.
1.
1934
At
sie. Lorene of Detroit.
the
Methodi
st parsonage lin. The latter was leader.
ar- 1
A Marriage license was issued
visitor in Murray Monday. Mr.
"Korea"
in Jonesboro. Ill.
rived here Monday for a five day _ Mrs.
was the subject for study. A most
Mae Pool, who is confined Boyd is a graduate of Murray State last Saturday to Rupard Kilne,
Th. bride is the daughter of Mr.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. W: A. to her
Interesting address was given by
College and did graduate work at New Concord. and Morene Hutson.
bed, is reported better.
and Mrs. G. It. McConnell. of MurFlippiCand othe. relatives and
- Miss Virginia Kate Atkins was the University of Kentucky: He Buchanan, Tenn. The bride is the
Cordelia Erwin Hurst, returned
ray. and a graduate of Mfirray
friends.,• His brother.../ It. iBobi a
patient at the Keys-Houston later made a tour` of Europa on a daughter of Mr_ and Mrs. Barney
missionary who is visiting in ,the
State
College.
J..41ision.' will aceraripany him home Clinic
Wednesday on account of mOtorcycle.
city.
Following a visit Hutson and the bridegroom is the
-•
The
I ar a laugUiy visit with friend ahd
groom is the son of Mrs- S.
with his relatives at Farmington son of Mr and Ms's. G. P. Kline.
illnesg totOther program numbers Were as
ri.ltises in Detroit.. _-------Bailey of Murraf.
'
he
pdns
for a visit to Mexico.
sheer summer dresses.
A marriage license was issued
Glee; mit all refrigerators at See them at
Hardin Morris was out some last Saturilay to EMS Tucker,
the Murray Garment
Branlowest.-- priced. s Maurice Cram.
Tuesday following' a two weeks ill- don,- and Opal Stubblef
ield, MurHaseinent Feed- -Garage. . Miss Thelma Thurman, San An- ness at his home on East 'Main ray.
rdr rind Mrs. Goldie Orr and tozdo.
Texas. is visiting the Rev. street Mr
Morris Is showing
Mrs. J.- L. Jones and daughter.
daighter Miss C.arelyn- and Mrs.- •
Ift---Thurnian and family this. some improvement but ilati Mat re- Sadie Nell, are
visiting Mr. and
Laertrit'Doron went to Alberttors week.
Miss Thurman will return gained his strength and health.
and Mrs. Edd Hutton ad family
Gas the, first of the week where to
To see the Smartest Frocks in of Chtalott
her home in a few days after
e, Tenn
Mr; Orr purchased stone for the
spending about two weeks with Chiffon. Seersuckers. Laces. Flax
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones and
Murray Marble Works
Dots. and Sheer Voiles—go to the son Garnett
relatives here.
Hood. Mr. and Mrs.
'*aurtee Crass. Prentice Overbey
George Willoughby .013...gone _to Murray Garment Co. Tip Doran and Glenn Doran spent
and 'yap Lovett are spending the Chicago where
he will spend about
The' front of Ramp's poolroom is their vacation camping at Pine
Foerth- and this week end camp- three
weeks visitin,g tg aim Brent being_dereadeled -with
THANK YOU.., You came.,, you saw ... you bought
_Alle.. display Bluff on the ,Tennessee side last
on Vie-'Penneetee- Ptivet.
Wilkinghby.
. The generous response of thrifty folks to
Windows being removed. The re- week.
our Coupon Sale seemed like a landsl
Miss Ruby Nell Hatcher of Muride of public approval. Again let us say we thank you. For the benMr. and Mrs. C. N. Miller are moval Of the deep window
s will
ray!, visited in the home • of • Miss
efit of those who have not yet purchased share
visiting relatives in Chattan
a
of these bargains, we are extending the coupon sale on
ooga give floor space to the poolroom
through this week end.
interior and will permit the adding of additional tables.
The
building ..is owned by Vernon
Stunhlefirairt
---------T. 0. Baucom was in Nashville
YOUR LAST WEEK'S COUPON IS STILL GOOD
•.ne-ftilfo-f-tbe w
--i
eY on burTziess.
are spots if. real
He was accompanied by Bob Clifton. Paducah.
comfort and safety
'
—COUPON—
Mrs. R. A. Shell remains ill at
these hot evenings.
—COUPON—
—COUPON—
I
COUPON—
the
home at Sixth and Poplar. Mrs.
Free frorn begs
Shell has been confined for several
and insects and stills •
With
clays.
With
much
lower
48c
risk
Good size,
3c
Mrs. a B. Keys is beginning her
Coupon
from infection by
Coupon
new home this week. The Keys
.With Coupon
With
4. home burned in December lad
unuoitatitees.
Coupon
year. Plans are for a brick veneer
---COUPON—
with upstairs apartments.
This ,measure of
COUPON
Sam
Don't delay until eye
H. binson is in charge of the work.
protection sbould be
strain' bectaiiitt
The condition of Walter Stub—
COUPON
With
adorded every mem.
blefield. prominent Murray citizen.
ious. It can be corCoupon
biro( the family.
81' who has been confined to his home
inch
rected simply while
GREATLY REDUCED!
sm.
' at Seventh and Main for the past
in its first stages.
Hours can be spent evenings lounging on a well-scr
eened
6Ix Jr1.01101 is onrh2nged_
— With
pin* without the menacing buzz of mosquit
—COUPON—
oes and other inMrs. Will Bynum was taken
Glasses are fitted ongests. 114.'s si health measure.
Coupon
, seriously ill quite suddenly Wedly if necessary.
nesday of last week and is in a
wissmssommignmEn
With
Upstairs porches, well screened. take the most ideal
sleepcritical condition at her home in
All this season's styles and bought within the last few weeks.
ing quarters. Spacious rear porches %sill afford Ihe same
Coupon
North Murray.
COUPON—
conLOVELY SUMMER WHITE SHOES—Ties and Pumps. Plenty
venience.
Mrs. lone Harris is leaving.
of different styles and In all sizes and widths.
$1.49
'Princ
ess Peggy"
Thursday for Cannonsburg
Over Lee & Elliott's
Miss.,
—COUPON—
after spending the past month with

j

•.

mos.,AE.,Amesorza.

THRILLS GALORE IN "THE AR1ZONIAN"
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Ship By

WHITNEY
Transfer Co'

DAILY TRUCK SERVICE

The Whitney Transfer Company is
one of the oldest freight lines in Kentucky. They own and operate approximately one hundred trucks. The main office is
located at Bowling Green, Kentucky,
with fourteen branch offices in Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana.

-••

Approximately two
the
'Whitney Transfer Company extended
their line to Murrayli-1 order to give the—
people daily, dependable truck service.

.
•

Nearest Office Located at

225 North Third Street, Paducah
Telephone 303

r,

Coupon Days Continue for This Week!
We Were Compellect by Public Demand--

WE

dna.

CLIP COUPON AND BRING WITH YOU
...IT SAVES YOU MONEY!

, Screened
Porches ....

Cotton Thread

Start Early
To Correct _
Eye Strain

Tennis Shoes

Wash Cloths

Krinkled
bedspreads

59c

Ladies' Dresses

39

1

Romper Cloth

Washable Window
Shades

KtEP
HIM
- OUT!

If your entire home is
not properly screened,
you are losing the
cheapest health insur.ance.
T-ikk„HOUSEFLY IS
MAWS WORST
ENEMY

•••

Save—Money on Your Car
1.

Health authorities
state

THE MOSQUITO IS A
CLOSE SECOND

Mum—Lumber
Incorporated

MURRAY,'KENIUCKY

Buy a gasoline tank lock cap.

2. See us for polishes and waxes and save the surface on yniir paint job yourself.
Buy a polishing cloth—will not injure surface,
and save on washing.
4.

Highest
Grade
Screens

A11-$4.00 and $5.00 Shoalto be sold at

tic

Dr. T. R. Palmer

— See Us for Prices

Ladies' Summer Shoes

We have straw and cloth seat covers that preserve the upholstery and give your car a greater re-sale value.
•
Finally, we can save you mpney on tires, batteries, tubes, parts, wrenches and every kind
or accessory for your car.
ctric Fans for the Car and Home.

Y AUTO PARTS
—JUST W

OF LERMAN'S—

Everyhing

Your Car

-With
Coupon

29`

--COUPON—
Ladies' Knitted and
Summer Weight

Ladies' and Children's

Anklets

Knicker

27c

—COUPON
75c Silk

Taffeta Slips
With
Coupon

37`

—COUPON

Wash Pants
6 to 16

24c

years

With
Coupon

With
Coupon

Boys* Suspender Back

48`

With
Coupon

Sport Oxfords

Broadcloth

Wash Suits
With
Coupon

44`

With
Coupon

79c

Boys' 75c

Blue Overall Pants
With
Coupon

44c

•

•••••••
•-••

48c

Wash Frocks

39c

88c

—COUPON—
Star Values in

Summer Frocks
$2.88

•

White Sandals
With
Coupon

Boys' & Girls' Novelty

With
Coupon

^

• With
Coupon

Junior Size

4

-••••""

38c

Girls' 7 to 14 size

Boys'

Baronet Satin
With
Coupon

5c

Summer Sheer
Dresses

•

Overalls

Per pair,
With Coupon

25`

.4

Soon

Unionsuits
With
Coupon

Pepperell Sheeting

•

•

•
••

•

•

—COUPON--

Seersucker
Materials
With
Coupon

24c

COUPON-•—
Men's Summer Weight

Athletic
Unionsuits

With
Coupon

24c

Al by all
arming -the
- .
1••=1•1•11,
as
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Three Who Win Laughs in "Calm Yourself”

Independence News
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Pine Hill 12-8
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Just Taste The
DIFFERFNCE!

Paschall Reunion
Sunday, July 21st

Dexter News
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For Dry Wheat!
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Stone News

35 Lbs. of Flour Per Bu. for No. 2
Highest Market Prices Paid for
Grain at All Times

59c

Velvet Ice Cream Co.

Last Round Up!
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n Grove Milling Co.
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one block, food that pleases in Dining Room
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24`
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I Must Give Possession
In Shroat Building
JULY 10

LEND US YOUR

gas tank for 3 weeks

Until then you have many opportunities for low prices in Remnants and odd
lot Shoes and clothing.

oiNeom/c.AL

2.88

James Shelton, Manager

0. P GREATHOUSE
41roger

24c

LINDELL
SOULEVARO
AT GRANO
AVENUE

—
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Purina Growena

Special Services at
S. Pleasant Grove

J. W. CLOPTON & CO.

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

Last Showing Today

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

A--BABY FACED
DOLL—

nknow
Ina
with

ROBERT YOUNG • MADGE EVANS

3ETTY FURNESS • RALPH MORGAN
'T PC N I rInN • HARD;F ALBR:GHT
SUNDAY and MONDAY

95c

$1 17

CHOICE

Weil-played Game Is Witnessed by Record Crowd of
Season Thursday.

Looking for Trouble!

)3/CHARD CRO
k MARIAN MARSH
SATURDAY ONLY

FLOUR
OMEGA FLOUR
BEER BARONS BEAT NAVY BEANS
BLUEBIRDS BY 3-2j JEWEL—COFFEE
APPLE SAUCE
CORN FLAKES

h That rare thing, a baseball game
advertised as a close game between tom *good ball chtba, was
bust that Thursday night when the
Paducah Beer Barons . of Mert
Sluan's place edged the leagueleading Bluebirds of Murray by
3 to 2 in a well-played contest
before a capacity crowd. Approximately 1.000 persons witnessed the
game, by far and away the biggest crowd to attend a softball
game in Murray this year.
The Berghoffs were little better
than the Bluebirds, who got additional strength only from McKenzie behind the plate and Buron
--in-right field. -MeKerrzie
hitting-star-el - the evening for though he got only one
hit, a dolible that plated Pogue in
the 4th. Brady found the highlyrated Kiesey no mystery and was
'the only igjayer to hit the apple
squarely on the nose at each opportunity. though his . double. was
the only hit. The first time up,
Mac sent the speedy Dick Wade
to the shadows In left field for
his drive and in the 6th he almost
bowled over the agile "Red" Fuller
at third with a smash that Fuller
clung to by a'desperate effort.
• Fuller was the shining performer
in the field for the highly-touted
Beer Barons. He handled' 7
- putouts and two assists with miry -I

HAND

PICKED

1-LB. BAG

Country Club

COUNTRY

C. Club GRAPEFRUIT,
No. 2 can
10c

17c
3

CLUB

7

25

Pounds

c

3-LB. BAG

NO, 2 CANS

25c

LARGE 13-0x. Pkii

FREE—Deluxe Reproductions of
Beauitful Paintings,

SU
10 49(
100
SHORTENING
BUTTER—CiCWB
PO-ROLL
Lady Took Cardul
When Weak, Nervous
BACON
BREAKFAST BACON
'BOLOGNA MINCED HAM
SALT MEAT
Dozen
BANANAS
NO. 1 OLD Z 15-LB. PECKS
POTA
TOES
TRAVEL BY BUS! SEED
POTATOES
Convenient Schedule
100'
3
FRESH GREEN CORN
W
LBS.

LBS.

FOR FRYING AND BAKING

RALPH BELLAMY
WILEY POST
TALA RIR

MARGOT GRAHAME
PRESTON FOSTER

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION!

Robert Taylor, in "Buried Loot"
First of the "Crime Doesn't Pay" Series

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
A STORY OF'MURDER ON
THE CAMPUS

Next Thursday and Friday, July 11-12
Warner Bros.' Military Musicat

Cu

AN DAL"
•
A Paramount Picture with
ARLINE JUDGE • KENT TAYLOR
WENDY BARRIE • WM. FRAWLEY
BERRY BAKER • WM. BENEDICT

00%71 0.1
"
1 0.1
St LI
0
Coa"'
P r'•
ot
•
44
4
4

mein,
ComING—nrwari ENc.m.Fmr,er
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, in "Now and Forever

HALF OR WHOLE

ff-Pound

NO RIND, NO WASTE
Pound
POUND

OR

POUND

GOLDEN YELLOW

knosalt• plankton.

Burbank, Green
Mountain

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TOPaducah:1 A. M.. 11 A. M.; 6 P. IL
HopkInsvitle: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.,
7:10 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P.M.
Parts: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
to SL Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

emus

OM

'Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Murray, Ky.

Certified
Cobbler

Bag When
Packed

LARGE EARS

EACH

ATERMELONS "
to "-Pound Average

Cantaloupes
Watermelons
Lemons
White Potatoes
Limes
Seed Potatoes
Grapefruit
Asparagus
Oranges
Green Beans
Peaches
Bunch Beets
Honey Dew Melons Bunch Carrots

Bulk Carrots
New Cabbage
Celery
Cucumbers
Green Corn
Cauliflower
Head .Lettuce

Okra
Onions
Green Peas
Green Peppers
Rhubarb
Lug Tomatoes
Squash

Phone 456

4
II-

4

10`
35c

See our complete line of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables as
follows:

•

-—

S4."
14`
25c
28C
33`
15`
15`
15`
25`

Pound

BRAND

SMALL SIDES
SUGAR CURED

can't my enough for Cardin U
I talked all day" enthusiastically
writes Mrs. L. H. Caldwell, of Statesville, N. C. "I have used Cardul at
Intervals for twenty-five years," she
adds. "My trouble in the beginning
was weakness and nervousness. I
road of Cardul in a newspaper and
decided right then to try It, Itimemed
before I had taken half a bottle of
Cardul I was stronger and was soon
up and around."
hbereares of woman taktty Cordial baneMkt thwls. If it ewes not bkmallt

9c

FRUIT JUICES, Orange,
Grapefruit, 2 large cans 25c
Del Maiz NIBLET CORN,
TWO 12-oz. cans
25c
Del Monte or C. Club
PINEAPPLE,
2 No. 2/
1
2 cans
37c
C-Clukr TOMATO JUICE,
-6 No. 1 cans
25c
Latonia Club and Rocky River
BEVERAGES, No bottle
charge, 3 24-oz. bottles 25c
SALAD DRESSING,
Embassy, quart 'jar
25c

Del Monte PEACHES, halves
1 2 cans 33c
or sliced, 2 No.2/
C. Club Fancy SIFTED PEAS
2 No.2 cans
29c
LUX FLAKES—
Small_package .
Large package
23c
MUSTARD, VINEGAR,
quart jar or quart bottle 10c
LUX SOAP,3 bars .
19c

GAR PURE CANE

49`

ttJ

""ts.

_

4

